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Finite approximations of p–local compact groups

ALEX GONZALEZ

We show how every p–local compact group can be described as a telescope of
p–local finite groups. As a consequence, we deduce several corollaries, such as a
stable elements theorem for the mod p cohomology of their classifying spaces, and
a generalized Dwyer–Zabrodsky description of certain related mapping spaces.

20D20, 55R35, 55R40

For a fixed prime p , the concept of p–local compact group was introduced in the last
decade by C Broto, R Levi and B Oliver in [7]. It provides a unifying, categorical
language to study several classes of groups from a p–local point of view, including finite
groups, compact Lie groups, p–compact groups and algebraic groups over algebraic
closures of fields of characteristic other than p .

In view of the many classes of groups and other mathematical objects that p–local
compact groups model, it is no surprise that this theory is not very well understood
yet. Nevertheless, several structural results have already been conjectured since their
introduction in [7], of which two are of special relevance in this work. The first
conjecture asks about the existence of a version of the stable elements theorem by
H Cartan and S Eilenberg [10, Theorem 10.1] for p–local compact groups, while
the second conjecture suggests the extension of the classic result of W Dwyer and
A Zabrodsky [17, Theorem 1.1] on mapping spaces to p–local compact groups.

A reader familiar with the theory of p–local finite groups will know that the proofs of
these results in the finite case, as well as many others, depend ultimately on a certain
biset, which is at the core this theory. And it is there where the main obstacle to
studying p–local compact groups resides, since there is no such biset in the context of
p–local compact groups.

An alternative to the biset is necessary, and evidence that such an alternative may exist
is found in a result by E M Friedlander and G Mislin [19; 20] that relates compact
Lie groups to towers of finite groups. In this paper we prove a version of the result of
Friedlander and Mislin for p–local compact groups.

Many statements for p–local finite groups extend to p–local compact groups as a
consequence of this approximation result that replaces the use of the biset by arguments
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on telescopes of classifying spaces of p–local finite groups. In fact, in view of the
results deduced in this work, the existence of finite approximations in all cases seems
to be in itself one of the most essential properties of p–local compact groups.

In order to state our main results, let us be more precise. Let Z=p1 be the union of all
the cyclic groups Z=pn , with n� 1, via the obvious inclusions. A discrete p–toral
group is a p–group S that contains a normal subgroup T isomorphic to a finite direct
product of copies of Z=p1 , and such that T has finite index in S .

A saturated fusion system over S is a category F whose object set is the collection of
subgroups of S , and all of whose morphisms are actual group monomorphisms subject
to a certain set of conditions. A centric linking system associated to F is a category L
whose object set is a certain subset of subgroups of S , and whose morphisms are again
subject to another set of conditions. Roughly speaking, a (saturated) fusion system
models the conjugation action of a group over a fixed Sylow p–subgroup (without the as-
sumption that such a group exists), while a centric linking system supplies the necessary
data to produce a “classifying space” associated to the corresponding fusion system.

A p–local compact group is a triple GD .S;F ;L/, where S is a discrete p–toral group,
F is a saturated fusion system over S , and L is a centric linking system associated to F .
The classifying space of G is the p–completed nerve of the category L, BG D jLj^p .
The exact definitions are included in Section 1. Here and for the rest of the paper, .�/^p
denotes the p–completion functor developed by A K Bousfield and D M Kan in [3].

By an approximation of G by p–local finite groups we mean a family of p–local finite
groups fGi D .Si ;Fi ;Li /gi�0 , such that Li � LiC1 � L for all i , and such that the
homotopy colimit of the spaces BGi is equivalent to BG after p–completion (see
Section 3 for the precise definition).

Unstable Adams operations for p–local compact groups were defined and constructed
by F Junod, R Levi and A Libman in [26]. Given a p–local compact group GD .S;F ;L/
and an unstable Adams operation ‰ on G , we construct an approximation of G by
p–local finite groups by taking fixed points of G by ‰ . This process essentially mimics
the construction of fixed points of an algebraic group by successive iterations of a
given Frobenius automorphism, and in this sense relates to the work of Friedlander and
Mislin [19; 20].

Theorem 1 Every p–local compact group admits an approximation by p–local finite
groups.

With this, one can deduce the stable elements theorem of Broto, Levi and Oliver [6,
Theorem 5.8] for p–local compact groups, which computes the cohomology of the
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classifying spaces of a p–local compact group as a subalgebra of the cohomology of
its Sylow p–subgroup.

Theorem 2 Let G D .S;F ;L/ be a p–local compact group, and let M be a finite
Z.p/–module with trivial S–action. Then the natural map

H�.BGIM/
Š
�!H�.F IM/ WD lim

 ��
F
H�.�IM/�H�.BS IM/

is an isomorphism.

A version of the spectral sequence of A Díaz [15] for p–local compact groups is also
deduced easily. The notation .�/F below denotes stable elements in F ; see Section 4
for an explicit definition.

Theorem 3 Let F be a saturated fusion system over a discrete p–toral group S . Let
also R� S be a strongly F–closed subgroup of S , and let M be a finite Z.p/–module
with trivial S–action. Then there is a first-quadrant cohomological spectral sequence
having second page

E
n;m
2 DHn.S=RIHm.RIM//F

and converging to HnCm.BGIM/.

This spectral sequence has a rather interesting feature: it uses only a strongly closed
subgroup of a fusion system, instead of a normal fusion subsystem, and thus is much
more versatile. There are many interesting corollaries in [15, Sections 5 and 6], which
we suspect to admit generalizations to the compact case. We leave this out of the scope
of this paper for the sake of brevity.

Another relevant consequence of Theorem 1 is the following result describing the
homotopy type of certain mapping spaces, which generalizes [6, Theorem 6.3], and
which was also conjectured in [7].

Theorem 4 Let G D .S;F ;L/ be a p–local compact group, and let P be a discrete
p–toral group. Then each component of the mapping space Map.BP;BG/ has the
homotopy type of the classifying space of a p–local compact group, which corresponds
to the “centralizer” of the image of the corresponding homomorphism P ! S .

So far, Theorem 1 provides the only known way to circumvent the absence of a biset
in the compact case. As shown in work by several authors (see for example Díaz and
Libman [13; 14], Ragnarsson and Stancu [32], Gelvin and Reeh [21], and Gelvin, Reeh
and Yalçın [22]) this biset is closely related to the Burnside ring of the corresponding
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p–local finite group. In this sense, it would be interesting to analyze the Burnside ring
of a p–local compact group G D .S;F ;L/, and compare it with the Burnside rings
of a given approximation of G by p–local finite groups. Representations of p–local
compact groups are another aspect of the theory that may benefit from Theorem 1. Very
little is known in the compact case (see Cantarero and Castellana [9]) in comparison
with what is known in the finite case (see Castellana and Libman [11]). Of particular
interest for the author would be a generalization to p–local compact groups of the
Peter–Weyl theorem on existence of faithful complex representations for p–compact
groups; see Andersen, Grodal, Møller and Viruel [2, Theorem 1.6] (for p odd) and
Andersen and Grodal [1, Remark 7.3] (for p D 2).

Organization of the paper In Section 1 we review the basic definitions and results
about p–local compact groups that we need in later sections. It includes two subsections.
Section 1A introduces isotypical equivalences, and reviews the main properties of
unstable Adams operations. Section 1B presents the constructions of normalizers,
centralizers, and quotients in a p–local compact groups. This section does not contain
any original result, but it is necessary in order to make this work self-contained.

Section 2 describes a general procedure to add new objects to a given transporter
system. When applied to a centric linking system, this process generates a quasicentric
linking system. These enlarged transporter systems play a crucial role in the proof
of Theorem 1 in the next section. The construction introduced in this section is not
as general as that in Broto, Castellana, Grodal, Levi and Oliver [4] for finite centric
linking systems, but it turns out to be much simpler.

In Section 3 we construct finite approximations of p–local compact groups. This section
is rather long, and thus we opted for splitting it in shorter subsections. Section 3A
includes the definition of an approximation of a p–local compact group by p–local
finite groups and its main properties. In preparation for the following subsection, this
part also contains the definition of the fixed points of a centric linking system by an
unstable Adams operation. Section 3B is the core of this section: it essentially includes
the proof of Theorem 1. The last part of this section, Section 3C, contains an example
of the construction of approximations of a p–local compact group by p–local finite
groups.

Section 4 contains the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3, while Section 5 contains the proof
of Theorem 4. The proofs for these results follow closely the corresponding proofs for
their finite counterparts.
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1 Background on p–local compact groups

Let p be a prime, to remain fixed for the rest of the paper unless otherwise stated. In
this section we review all the definitions and results about p–local compact groups
that we need in this paper. The main references for this section are the works of Broto,
Levi and Oliver [6; 7; 8].

Roughly speaking, p–local compact groups are abstractions of the fusion data obtained
from finite and compact Lie groups. This idea already implies the existence of some sort
of Sylow p–subgroup. In the finite case this role was played by finite p–groups, while
in this more general setup we use discrete p–toral groups. Let Z=p1 D

S
n�1Z=pn

be the union of the cyclic p–groups Z=pn under the obvious inclusions.

Definition 1.1 A discrete p–toral group P is a p–group that contains a finite-index
normal subgroup P0 isomorphic to .Z=p1/�r for some finite r � 0.

In other words, a discrete p–toral group is a group P fitting in an exact sequence

f1g ! P0 �! P �! �! f1g;

where � is a finite p–group and P0 Š .Z=p1/�r . The rank of P , denoted by
rk.P /, is r , and the order of P is then defined as the pair jP j WD .rk.P /; j�.P /j/,
considered as an element of N2 . This way we can compare the order of two discrete
p–toral groups, by writing jQj � jP j if either rk.Q/ < rk.P /, or rk.Q/D rk.P / and
j�.Q/j � j�.P /j. Given a discrete p–toral group S and subgroups P;Q � S , define

HomS .P;Q/D ff D cx 2 Hom.P;Q/ j 9x 2 S such that xPx�1 �Qg:

Definition 1.2 Given a discrete p–toral group S , a fusion system over S is a cate-
gory F with Ob.F/D fP � Sg, and whose morphisms are actual homomorphisms
satisfying the following:
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(i) HomS .P;Q/� HomF .P;Q/� Inj.P;Q/ for all P;Q 2 Ob.F/; and

(ii) every morphism in F is the composition of an isomorphism in F , followed by
an inclusion.

The rank of F is the rank of S .

The following notation will be used tacitly throughout the rest of the paper. Let F be a
fusion system over S , and let P;Q;X � S . As objects in F , we say that P and Q
are F–conjugate if they are isomorphic as objects in F . The notation PX and P F ,
respectively, stands for the X–conjugacy and F–conjugacy classes of P . Note also
that AutF .P / is a group, by definition of fusion system, and that Inn.P /� AutF .P /.
Thus, it is reasonable to define

OutS .P / WD AutS .P /= Inn.P / and OutF .P / WD AutF .P /= Inn.P /:

Finally, we say that P is fully F–centralized, respectively fully F–normalized, if
jCS .P /j � jCS .Q/j for all Q 2 P F , respectively if jNS .P /j � jNS .Q/j for all
Q 2 P F .

Definition 1.3 Let S be a discrete p–toral group, and let F be a fusion system over S .
We say that F is a saturated fusion system if the following conditions are satisfied:

(I) If P � S is a fully F–normalized subgroup, then it is also fully F–centralized.
Moreover, in this case OutF .P / is a finite group, and OutS .P /2Sylp.OutF .P //.

(II) Suppose P �S and f 2HomF .P; S/ are such that f .P / is fully F–centralized,
and set

Nf D fg 2NS .P / j f ı cg ıf
�1
2 AutS .f .P //g:

Then there exists zf 2 HomF .Nf ; S/ such that zf jP D f .

(III) Let P1�P2�P3�� � � be a sequence of subgroups of S , and set P D
S1
nD1 Pn .

If f 2Hom.P; S/ is a homomorphism such that f jPn 2HomF .Pn; S/ for all n,
then f 2 HomF .P; S/.

We also recall the definition of centric and radical subgroups, which are crucial concepts
in the p–local group theory.

Definition 1.4 Let F be a saturated fusion system over a discrete p–toral group S .

� A subgroup P � S is F–centric if CS .Q/DZ.Q/ for all Q 2 P F .

� A subgroup P � S is F–radical if OutF .P / contains no nontrivial normal
p–subgroup.
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Given a saturated fusion system F over a discrete p–toral group S , we denote by Fc

and Fr the full subcategories of F with object sets the collections of F–centric and
F–radical subgroups, respectively. We also write Fcr � F for the full subcategory of
F–centric F–radical subgroups.

Proving that a given fusion system is saturated is a rather difficult task, even when
the fusion system is finite, but there are some techniques that may be helpful. One of
these techniques, which we will use in later sections, is [4, Theorem A], restated as
Theorem 1.6 below.

Definition 1.5 Let F be a fusion system over a finite p–group S , and let H�Ob.F/
be a subset of objects.

� F is H–generated if every morphism in F can be described as a composite of
restrictions of morphisms in F between subgroups in H .

� F is H–saturated if the saturation axioms hold for all subgroups in the set H .

Theorem 1.6 Let F be a fusion system over a finite p–group S , and let H be a
subset of objects of F closed under F–conjugacy and such that F is H–generated
and H–saturated. Suppose further that, for each F–centric subgroup P … H , P is
F–conjugate to some Q such that

OutS .Q/\Op.OutF .Q//¤ f1g:

Then F is saturated.

The following result will be useful in later sections when checking the condition
displayed in the previous theorem. We state it in full generality since in fact it will
apply in different situations throughout this paper.

Lemma 1.7 Let F be a fusion system over a discrete p–toral group S . Let also P �S
be a subgroup, and let P0 C P be a normal subgroup such that f jP0 2 AutF .P0/ for
all f 2 AutF .P /. Set

KP WD Ker
�
AutF .P / �! AutF .P0/�Aut.P=P0/

�
:

Then KP �Op.AutF .P //.

Proof By definition KP is normal in AutF .P /, and thus we only have to show that
KP is a discrete p–toral subgroup of AutF .P / (that is, every element of KP has order
a power of p ). This in turn follows by [25, Theorem 3.2]; although the result in [25]
is stated for finite groups, the arguments in its proof apply here without modification,
since AutF .P / is a locally finite group.
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The concept of transporter system associated to a fusion system was first introduced in
[30] for fusion systems over finite p–groups, and then extended to discrete p–toral
groups in [8], with centric linking systems as a particular case. We refer the reader to
the aforementioned sources for further details.

Let G be a group and let H be a set of subgroups of G that is closed under taking
overgroups, ie if H 2H and K �H , then K 2H , and closed under conjugation in
G , ie if H 2 H and g 2 G , then gHg�1 2 H . The transporter category of G with
respect to H is the category TH.G/ whose object set is H , and with morphism sets

MorTH.G/.P;Q/D fx 2G j x �P � x
�1
�Qg

for each P;Q 2H .

Definition 1.8 Let S be a discrete p–toral group, and let F be a fusion system
over S . A transporter system associated to F is a nonempty category T whose object
set Ob.T / is a subset of Ob.F/ that is closed by overgroups and conjugation in F ,
together with functors

TOb.T /.S/
"
�! T and T

�
�! F

satisfying the following conditions:

(A1) The functor " is the identity on objects and an inclusion on morphism sets, and
the functor � is the inclusion on objects and a surjection on morphism sets.

(A2) For each P;Q 2 Ob.T /, the set MorT .P;Q/ has a free action of

E.P / WD Ker
�
�P W AutT .P / �! AutF .P /

�
by right composition, and �P;Q is the orbit map of this action. Also, E.Q/ acts
freely on MorT .P;Q/ by left composition.

(B) Let P;Q 2Ob.T /. Then the map "P;QW NS .P;Q/!MorT .P;Q/ is injective,
and

.�P;Q ı "P;Q/.g/D cg 2 HomF .P;Q/

for all g 2MorTOb.T /.S/.P;Q/DNS .P;Q/.

(C) For all P;Q 2Ob.T /, for all ' 2MorT .P;Q/, and for all g 2P , the following
is a commutative diagram in T :

P
'
//

"P .g/

��

Q

"Q.�.'/.g//

��

P
'
// Q
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(I) Each isomorphism class of objects in Ob.T / contains an element P such that

"P .NS .P // 2 Sylp.AutT .P //I

or, in other words, such that ".NS .P // has finite index prime to p in AutT .P /.

(II) Let P;Q 2 Ob.T / be isomorphic objects, and let ' 2 IsoT .P;Q/. Let also
zP � NS .P / and zQ � NS .Q/ be such that ' ı "P . zP / ı '�1 � "Q. zQ/. Then

there is some morphism z' 2MorT . zP ; zQ/ such that

z' ı "
P; zP

.1/D "
Q; zQ

.1/ ı':

(III) Let P1 � P2 � P3 � � � � be a sequence in Ob.T /, and let 'n 2MorT .Pn; S/
be such that 'n D 'nC1 ı "Pn;PnC1.1/ for all n � 1. Then, upon setting P DS
n�1 Pn , there is a morphism ' 2MorT .P; S/ such that 'n D ' ı "Pn;P .1/

for all n� 1.

The rank of T is the rank of S . A centric linking system associated to a saturated
fusion system F is a transporter system L such that Ob.L/ is the collection of all
F–centric subgroups of S and E.P /D ".Z.P // for all P 2 Ob.L/.

Remark 1.9 The above definition of centric linking system is taken from [8], and it
is seen in [8, Corollary A.5] to coincide with the original [7, Definition 4.1]. Notice
also that axiom (I) above differs from the corresponding axiom for the finite case (see
[30, Definition 3.1]) in that condition (I) above seems to be more restrictive than the
corresponding condition in [30]:

.I/0 "S;S .S/ 2 Sylp.AutT .S//.

However, [30, Proposition 3.4] implies that both definitions, [30, Definition 3.1] and
the above, agree in the finite case.

Lemma 1.10 [8, Proposition A.2(d)] In a transporter system, all morphisms are
monomorphisms and epimorphisms in the categorical sense.

Definition 1.11 A p–local compact group is a triple G D .S;F ;L/ formed by a
discrete p–toral group S , a saturated fusion system F over S , and a centric linking
system L associated to F . The classifying space of a p–local compact group G is the
p–completed nerve of L, denoted by BG D jLj^p . The rank of G is the rank of S .

Generalizing work of [12] and [29], it is proved in [28] that every saturated fusion
system over a discrete p–toral group has an associated centric linking system which
is unique up to isomorphism. Thus, from now on we speak of the associated centric
linking system for a given saturated fusion system.
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Finally, we recall the “bullet construction” on a p–local compact group.

Definition 1.12 Let F be a saturated fusion system over a discrete p–toral group S .
Let also T � S be the maximal torus, and let W D AutF .T /. Set the following:

(i) The exponent of S=T is eD exp.S=T /Dminfk 2N j xp
k

2 T for all x 2 Sg.

(ii) For each P � T , let

I.P /D ft 2 T j !.t/D t for all ! 2W such that !jP D IdP g;

and let I.P /0 denote its maximal torus.

(iii) For each P � S , set P Œe� D fxp
e

j x 2 P g � T , and set

P � D P � I.P Œe�/0 D fxt j x 2 P; t 2 I.P
Œe�/0g:

(iv) Let F� be the full subcategory of F with object set Ob.F�/D fP � j P � Sg.

The following summarizes the main properties of the bullet construction.

Proposition 1.13 Let G D .S;F ;L/ be a p–local compact group. Then for each
P;Q 2 Ob.F/ and each f 2 HomF .P;Q/ there is a unique f � 2 HomF .P

�;Q�/

whose restriction to P is f . This way, the bullet construction makes P 7! P � into a
functor .�/�W F ! F that satisfies the following properties:

(i) The set Ob.F�/D fP � j P � Sg contains finitely many S–conjugacy classes of
subgroups of S .

(ii) .P �/� D P � for all P � S .

(iii) If P �Q � S , then P � �Q� .

(iv) NS .P;Q/�NS .P
�;Q�/ for all P;Q � S .

(v) CS .P /D CS .P
�/ for all P � S .

(vi) The functor .�/� is a left adjoint to the inclusion of F� as a full subcategory
of F .

(vii) All F–centric F–radical subgroups of S are in F� . In particular, there are only
finitely many F–conjugacy classes of such subgroups.

Moreover, if we denote by L��L the full subcategory with Ob.L�/DfP � jP 2Ob.L/g,
then there is a unique functor .�/�W L! L� such that the following hold:

(a) .�/� ı �D � ı .�/�W L! F .

(b) For all P;Q 2 Ob.L/ and all ' 2 MorL.P;Q/, we have "Q;Q�.1/ ı ' D
'� ı "P;P �.1/.
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(c) For all P;Q 2 Ob.L/ and all g 2NS .P;Q/, we have "P;Q.g/� D "P �;Q�.g/.

(d) The functor .�/�W L! L is left adjoint to the inclusion of L� as a full sub-
category of L. In particular, the inclusion L� � L induces an equivalence
jL�j ' jLj.

Proof The first part of the statement corresponds to [7, Proposition 3.3]. Parts (i),
(ii) and (iii) correspond to [7, Lemma 3.2(a), (b) and (c)] respectively. Part (iv) is an
easy variation of [7, Lemma 3.2(b)] (details are left to the reader). For part (v), let
P � S . Since P �P � , we have CS .P /�CS .P �/. Let x 2CS .P /. By (iv), we have
x 2 NS .P

�/. Since cx D Id 2 AutF .P / extends uniquely to cx D Id 2 AutF .P �/,
it follows that x 2 CS .P �/. Part (vi) corresponds to [7, Corollary 3.4], and part
(vii) corresponds to [7, Corollary 3.5]. The last part of the statement, including parts
(a), (b) and (c), corresponds to [26, Proposition 1.12]. Part (d) corresponds to [7,
Proposition 4.5(a)].

1A Isotypical equivalences and unstable Adams operations

In this subsection we review the concept of isotypical equivalence, with particular
interest on the unstable Adams operations for p–local compact groups originally
introduced in [26].

Definition 1.14 Let .T ; "; �/ be a transporter system associated to a fusion system F .
An automorphism ‰W T ! T is isotypical if ‰."P .P // D "‰.P/.‰.P // for each
P 2 Ob.T /.

We denote by AutItyp.T / the group of isotypical automorphisms ‰ of T which in
addition satisfy ‰."P;Q.1//D "‰.P/;‰.Q/.1/ whenever P �Q . Notice that if ‰ 2
AutItyp.T /, then ‰ induces an automorphism of S by restricting to the object S 2
Ob.T /. By abuse of notation, we will denote the induced automorphism by ‰2Aut.S/.

Next we review the concept of unstable Adams operations for p–local compact groups.
Our definition corresponds to the definition of normal Adams operation in [26, Defini-
tion 3.3], conveniently adapted to our notation. By .Z^p/

� we denote the subgroup of
multiplicative units in the ring of p–adic integers Z^p .

Definition 1.15 Let G D .S;F ;L/ be a p–local compact group. An unstable Adams
operation of degree � 2 .Z^p/

� on G is an isotypical equivalence ‰ 2 AutItyp.L/ such
that the induced automorphism ‰ 2 Aut.S/ satisfies the following conditions:

(i) the restriction of ‰ to the maximal torus T � S is the �–power automorphism;

(ii) ‰ induces the identity on S=T .
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An unstable Adams operation is fine if its degree is � ¤ 1, with � congruent to 1
modulo p .

As proved in [26, Theorem 4.1], unstable Adams operations exist for all p–local
compact groups, and in particular this applies to the existence of fine unstable Adams
operations.

Theorem 1.16 Let G D .S;F ;L/ be a p–local compact group. Then, for some large
enough m 2N , G has unstable Adams operations of degree � , for each � 2 1CpmZ^p .

Remark 1.17 Roughly speaking, the construction of unstable Adams operations in
[26] is done by defining ‰ to fix enough objects and morphisms in L. More specifically,
‰ fixes

(a) a set H of representatives of the S–conjugacy classes Ob.L�/; and

(b) for each P 2 H , a set of representatives MP � AutL.P / of the classes in
AutL.P /=P Š OutF .P /.

These properties will be crucial in our constructions in Section 3.

Let S be a discrete p–toral group, let F be a fusion system over S (not necessarily
saturated), and let T be a transporter system associated to F . Let also ‰ 2 AutItyp.T /
be an isotypical automorphism. Set also

(1-1) CS .‰/D fg 2 S j‰."S .g//D "S .g/g � S;

the subgroup of fixed points of S by ‰ . The following result is the main tool in
detecting objects and morphisms in T that are invariant under ‰ .

Lemma 1.18 The following hold:

(i) Let P � CS .‰/, and let Q 2 P S . Then Q � CS .‰/ if and only if, for some
x 2NS .Q;P /,

x�1 �‰.x/ 2 CS .Q/:

(ii) Let P;P 0;Q;Q0 � CS .‰/ be such that P 0 2 P S and Q0 2QS , and suppose
P;P 0;Q;Q0 2 Ob.L/. Let also x 2 NS .P 0; P / and y 2 NS .Q0;Q/, and let
' 2MorT .P;Q/ be such that ‰.'/D ' . Set

'0 D ".y�1/ ı' ı ".x/ 2MorzL.P
0;Q0/:

Then ‰.'0/D '0 if and only if

".y�1 �‰.y// ı'0 D '0 ı ".x�1 �‰.x//:
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Proof For part (i), let P � CS .‰/, and let Q 2 P S . Let also g 2 Q and x 2

NS .Q;P /, and set hD x �g � x�1 2 P . Since P � CS .‰/, we get

x �g � x�1 D hD‰.h/D‰.x �g � x�1/D‰.x/ �‰.g/ �‰.x/�1:

Thus, if Q � CS .‰/ then clearly x�1 �‰.x/ 2 CS .Q/. Conversely, if x�1 �‰.x/ 2
CS .Q/ then h 2 CS .‰/. Since the argument works for any g 2 Q and any x 2
NS .Q;P /, part (i) follows.

For part (ii), let P;P 0;Q;Q0; x; y; ' and '0 be as in the statement of the lemma. We
have

".y/ ı'0 ı ".x�1/D ' D‰.'/D‰.".y/ ı'0 ı ".x�1//

D ".‰.y// ı‰.'0/ ı ".‰.x/�1/;

and (ii) follows easily.

1B Normalizers, centralizers, and related constructions

In this subsection we review the construction of the centralizer and normalizer p–local
compact subgroups for a given p–local compact group. The main references here
are [6, Appendix A] and [8, Section 2]. For the rest of this subsection, fix a p–local
compact group G D .S;F ;L/, a subgroup A� S , and a subgroup K � Aut.A/, and
define the following:

� AutKF .A/DK \AutF .A/;

� AutKS .A/DK \AutS .A/; and

� NK
S .A/D fx 2NS .A/ j cx 2Kg.

The subgroup A is fully K–normalized in F if we have jNK
S .A/j � jN

fK
S .f .A//j for

each f 2 HomF .A; S/, where fK D ff f �1 j  2Kg � Aut.f .A//.

Definition 1.19 The K–normalizer fusion system of A in F is the fusion system
NK

F .A/ over NK
S .A/ with morphism sets

HomNKF .A/.P;Q/

D
˚
f 2 HomF .P;Q/ j 9 zf 2 HomF .PA;QA/ with zf jP D f and zf jA 2K

	
for each P;Q �NK

S .A/.

By [8, Theorem 2.3] we know that NK
F .A/ is a saturated fusion system whenever A is

fully K–normalized in F . For this reason, for the rest of this subsection we assume
that A satisfies this property.
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Lemma 1.20 If P �NK
S .A/ is NK

F .A/–centric, then P �A is F–centric.

Proof Let P � NK
S .A/ be NK

F .A/–centric. We have to check that, for each  2
HomF .P �A; S/, there is an inclusion CS ..P �A// � .P �A/. We can apply [6,
Proposition A.2], since the proof in [6] works without modifications in the compact
setup, and it follows that the subgroup A is fully centralized in F , and there is some
f 2HomF .N

K
S ..A// �.A/; S/ such that .f ı/jA 2K . Thus f ı is a morphism

in NK
F .A/.

Note that CS ..P �A//� CS ..A//�N
K
S ..A//, and we have inclusions

f .CS ..P �A///� CS ..f ı /.P �A//

D CS ..f ı /.P / �A/

� CS ..f ı /.P //\CS .A/

� CS ..f ı /.P //\N
K
S .A/

� .f ı /.P /;

where the last inequality holds since P 2NK
F .A/

c . Thus,

CS ..P �A//� .P /� .P / � .A/D .P �A/;

and this proves that P �A 2 Fc .

In view of the above, we can now define NK
L .A/ as the category with objects the set

of NK
F .A/–centric subgroups of NK

S .A/ and with morphism sets

MorNKL .A/.P;Q/

D
˚
' 2MorL.PA;QA/ j �.'/jP 2 HomNKF .A/.P;Q/ and �.'/jA 2K

	
:

In general, NK
L .A/ need not be a transporter system associated to NK

F .A/, but there
are two particular situations where this is indeed the case.

Lemma 1.21 If either K D fIdg or K D Aut.A/, then the category NK
L .A/ is a

centric linking system associated to NK
F .A/.

Proof The case K D fIdg corresponds to [6, Proposition 2.5] in the finite case, while
the case K D Aut.A/ corresponds to [6, Lemma 6.2] for p–local finite groups. In
both situations, the proof for p–local finite groups applies here without modification
to show that N fIdgL .A/ satisfies all the condition of a centric linking system, except
perhaps axiom (III), which is easily checked.
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Definition 1.22 Let G D .S;F ;L/ be a p–local compact group, and let A� S .

(a) If A is fully F–centralized, the centralizer p–local compact group of A in G is
the triple

CG.A/D .CS .A/; CF .A/; CL.A// WD .N
fIdg
S .A/;N

fIdg
F .A/;N

fIdg
L .A//:

(b) If A is fully F–normalized, the normalizer p–local compact group of A in G is
the triple

NG.A/D .NS .A/;NF .A/;NL.A// WD .N
Aut.A/
S .A/;N

Aut.A/
F .A/;N

Aut.A/
L .A//:

A subgroup A � S is called central in F if CG.A/D G . Similarly, A � S is called
normal in F if NG.A/D G . Clearly, if A � S is central in F then in particular it is
normal in F .

Lemma 1.23 Let G D .S;F ;L/ be a p–local compact group, and let P � S . Then
P is fully F–centralized if and only if P � is fully F–centralized. Furthermore, if this
is the case then CG.P /D CG.P

�/.

Proof Suppose first that P � is fully F–centralized. By Proposition 1.13(v), we have
CS .P /D CS .P

�/. If Q 2 P F , then Q� 2 .P �/F by Proposition 1.13, and we have

jCS .Q/j D jCS .Q
�/j � jCS .P

�/j D jCS .P /j;

which implies that P is fully F–centralized.

Conversely, suppose that P is fully F–centralized, and let R 2 .P �/F be fully F–
centralized. Choose some  2 HomF .P

�CS .P
�/; S/ such that .P �/D R , and set

QD.P /, with Q�D.P �/DR . By Proposition 1.13(v), we have CS .P /DCS .P �/,
and thus

.CS .P
�//D .CS .P //D CS .Q/D CS .Q

�/D CS .R/;

where the leftmost and rightmost equalities hold by Proposition 1.13(v), and the
equality in the middle holds since P is fully F–centralized. It follows that P � is fully
F–centralized.

To finish the proof, suppose that P and P � are fully F–centralized, and consider CG.P /

and CG.P
�/, which are p–local compact groups with Sylow subgroups CS .P / D

CS .P
�/. By definition, it is enough to show that CF .P / D CF .P

�/. Notice that
there is an obvious inclusion CF .P

�/ � CF .P /. Let Q;R � CS .P /, and let f 2
HomCF .P /.Q;R/. By definition of CF .P /, there is some zf 2HomF .QP;RP / such
that

zf jQ D f and zf jP D Id :
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Let  D zf , and consider � 2HomF ..QP /
�; .RP /�/. Then � restricts to a morphism

! 2 HomF .QP
�; RP �/. Furthermore, by definition of ! , we have

!jQ D 
�
jQD  jQD f and !jP � D 

�
jP � D .f jP /

�
D Id :

Thus f is a morphism in CF .P
�/, and CF .P /D CF .P

�/.

Corollary 1.24 Let GD .S;F ;L/ be a p–local compact group. Then, for each P �S
which is fully F–centralized, there is a sequence of finite subgroups P0 � P1 � � � �
such that P D

S
n�0 Pn and such that the following conditions hold for all n� 0:

(i) Pn is fully F–centralized and P �n D P
� .

(ii) CG.Pn/D CG.P /.

Proof Let P � S . Since S is locally finite, so is P , and we can find some sequence
of finite subgroups P0 � P1 � � � � such that P D

S
n�0 Pn . Furthermore, there is

some M 2N such that P �n D P
� for all n�M , and we may assume for simplicity

that M D 0. By Lemma 1.23, P � is fully F–centralized, and then so is Pn , for all
n� 0. Furthermore,

CF .Pn/D CF .P
�

n/D CF .P
�/D CF .P /;

and this finishes the proof.

To finish this section, we recall the construction of the quotient of a transporter system
by a p–group. This quotient was already explored in [24, Appendix A], and here we
only recall the necessary definitions. Let .T ; "; �/ be a transporter system associated to
a fusion system F , and let A�S be a normal subgroup in F . If P;Q�S are such that
A� P;Q , then each morphism f 2 HomF .P;Q/ restricts to an automorphism of A,
and hence it also induces a homomorphism ind.f /W P=A!Q=A. For a subgroup
P=A� S=A, we will denote by P � S the unique subgroup of S that contains A with
image P=A through the projection S ! S=A.

Definition 1.25 Let A is a normal subgroup in F . The quotient of T by A is the
transporter system .T =A; x"; x�/ associated to the fusion system F=A, where:

� F=A is the fusion system over S=A with morphism sets

HomF=A.P=A;Q=A/

D f xf 2 Hom.P=A;Q=A/ j 9f 2 HomF .P;Q/ such that xf D ind.f /g:
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� T =A is the category with object set fP=A � S=A j A � P 2 Ob.T /g and
morphism sets

MorT =A.P=A;Q=A/DMorT .P;Q/="P .A/:

The structural functors x" and x� are induced, respectively, by the structural
functors " and � of T .

Remark 1.26 By [24, Proposition A.2], .T =A; x"; x�/ is a transporter system associated
to F=A.

Lemma 1.27 Let S be a discrete p–toral group, let F be a saturated fusion system
over S , and let T be a transporter system associated to F , such that Ob.T / contains
all the centric subgroups of F . Let also A � S be normal in F . Then the following
hold:

(i) the fusion system F=A is saturated; and

(ii) the transporter system T =A contains all the F=A–centric subgroups of S=A.

Proof Part (i) corresponds to [24, Proposition A.3], and part (ii) is easily checked: let
P=A� S=A be F=A–centric, and let Q=A be F=A–conjugate to P=A. If P;Q � S
denote the preimages of P=A and Q=A in S , respectively, then Q is F–conjugate
to P by definition of F=A. Moreover,

CS .Q/A=A� CS=A.Q=A/�Q=A;

and thus CS .Q/ �Q (since A �Q). It follows that P is F–centric, and hence an
object in T . This implies that P=A 2 Ob.T =A/.

2 Telescopic transporter systems

In this section we describe a general procedure to add new objects to a given transporter
system. The constructions in this section play a crucial role in the next section.

Definition 2.1 Let S be a discrete p–toral group, let F be a fusion system over S
(not necessarily saturated), and let T be a transporter system associated to F . The
transporter system T is telescopic if it satisfies the following condition:

(T) For each P 2 Ob.T / there is a sequence P0 � P1 � � � � of objects in T such
that P D

S
i�0 Pi , and such that Pi is a finite subgroup of S for all i � 0.
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Lemma 2.2 Let G D .S;F ;L/ be a p–local compact group, and let zL be a telescopic
transporter system associated to F . Suppose in addition that zL contains L as a
full subcategory. Then the inclusion L � zL induces an equivalence between the
corresponding nerves.

Proof This is an immediate consequence of [8, Proposition A.9].

In terms of the above definition, in this section we study some situations where we can
add objects to a given transporter system to produce a telescopic transporter system,
without changing the homotopy type of the nerve of the original transporter system.

Definition 2.3 Let S be a discrete p–toral group, let F be a saturated fusion system
over S , and let T be a transporter system associated to F . Let also .�/?F W F ! F
and .�/?T W T ! T be a pair of idempotent functors, and let C? � C , with C D F ; T ,
be the full subcategory with Ob.C?/D fP ? j P 2Ob.C/g. The pair ..�/?F ; .�/

?
T / is a

finite retraction pair if the following conditions are satisfied:

(1) P � .P /?F for each P �S . Moreover, if P 2Ob.T /, then .P /?F D .P /
?
T DP

? .

(2) For each P;Q � S and each f 2 HomF .P;Q/, .f /?F 2 HomF .P
?;Q?/

extends f , and it is the unique extension.

(i) Ob.F?/ contains finitely many S–conjugacy classes of subgroups of S .

(ii) P ? D .P ?/? for all P � S .

(iii) If P �Q � S , then P ? �Q? .

(iv) NS .P;Q/�NS .P
?;Q?/ for all P;Q � S .

(v) CS .P /D CS .P
?/ for all P � S .

(a) .�/?F ı �D � ı .�/
?
T .

(b) For all P;Q 2 Ob.T / and all ' 2 MorT .P;Q/, we have "Q;Q?.1/ ı ' D
.'/?T ı "P;P?.1/.

This definition is inspired by the pair of bullet functors described in Proposition 1.13. In
particular, conditions (i)–(v) and (a)–(b) are labeled to emphasize the relation with the
motivating example. Properties (vi), (vii), (c) and (d) in Proposition 1.13 are actually
consequences of the definition, as we prove below.

Lemma 2.4 Let F be a saturated fusion system over a discrete p–toral group S , let
T be a transporter system associated to F , and let ..�/?F ; .�/

?
T / be a finite retraction

pair. Then the following properties hold (where we label the properties according to
Proposition 1.13 to emphasize the correspondence):
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(vi) The functor .�/?F is left adjoint to the inclusion of F? as a full subcategory
of F .

(vii) All F–centric F–radical subgroups of S are in F? .

(c) For all P;Q2Ob.T / and all g2NS .P;Q/, we have ."P;Q.g//?T D "P?;Q?.g/.

(d) The functor .�/?T is left adjoint to the inclusion of T ? as a full subcategory
of T . In particular, the inclusion T ? � T induces an equivalence jT ?j ' jT j.

Proof Property (vi) follows from Definition 2.3(2), since it implies that, for all
P;Q � S , the restriction map HomF .P

?;Q?/! HomF .P;Q
?/ is a bijection. To

prove property (vii), let P � S be F–centric, and suppose that P … Ob.F?/. Then
P ˆ P ? , which implies that P ˆNP?.P /. Since every element of AutF .P / extends
uniquely to an element of AutF .P ?/, it is not hard to see that 1¤NP?.P /= Inn.P /
is normalized by AutF .P /, and hence P cannot be F–radical. Property (c) is an
immediate consequence of Definition 2.3(b), applied to ' D "P;Q.g/, together with
Lemma 1.10.

Finally, we prove property (d). For each P 2 Ob.T /, set as usual

E.P /D Ker.AutT .P / �! AutF .P //:

We claim that E.P /DE.P ?/ for all P 2 Ob.T /. Clearly, restriction from P ? to P
maps E.P ?/ to E.P /, and this restriction is injective by Lemma 1.10. Let now
' 2E.P /, and consider .'/?T 2AutT .P ?/. By assumption, f D �.'/D Id, and thus
.f /?F D Id 2 AutF .P ?/ by Definition 2.3(2). By Definition 2.3(a) we get

�..'/?T /D .�.'//
?
F D .Id/

?
F D Id;

and .'/?T 2E.P
?/. Using axiom (A2) of transporter systems, together with property

(vi) above, it is easy to deduce now that the functor .�/?T is left adjoint to the inclusion
of T ? as a full subcategory of T , and property (d) follows.

Definition 2.5 Let ..�/?F ; .�/
?
T / be a finite retraction pair. Define zT to be the category

with object set Ob.zT /D fP � S j P ? 2 Ob.T /g, and with morphism sets

MorzT .P;Q/D f' 2MorT .P ?;Q?/ j ' ı "P?.g/ ı'�1 2 "Q?.Q/ for all g 2 P g;

for all P;Q 2 Ob.zT /. Composition in zT is given by composition in T . Define also
functors

TOb.zT /.S/
z"
�! zT and zT

z�
�! F
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as follows. The functor z" is the identity on objects, and the functor z� is injective on
objects. For all P;Q 2 Ob.zT /, all g 2NS .P;Q/, and all ' 2MorzT .P;Q/, define

z"P;Q.g/D "P �;Q�.g/ 2MorzL.P;Q/ and z�.'W P !Q/D �.'W P �!Q�/jP :

The properties of the functors .�/?F and .�/?T imply that both zT and the above functors
are well-defined, and that T is a full subcategory of zT .

Proposition 2.6 For each finite retraction pair ..�/?F ; .�/
?
T /, the category zT , with

the functors z" and z� defined above, is a telescopic transporter system associated to F .
Furthermore, the functor .�/?T W T ! T extends to a functor .�/?

zT
W zT ! T , which is

unique satisfying the following properties:

(a) There is an equality .�/?F ı z�D � ı .�/
?
zT
W zT ! F .

(b) For all P;Q 2 Ob.zT / and all ' 2 MorzT .P;Q/, we have z"Q;Q?.1/ ı ' D
.'/?
zT
ı z"P;P?.1/.

In particular, the inclusion of T in zT as a full subcategory induces an equivalence
jT j ' jzT j.

Proof By definition, zT contains T as a full subcategory, and the functor .�/?T W T !T ?

can be extended to a functor .�/?
zT
W zT ! T ? as follows. On objects,

.P /?
zT D .P /

?
F D P

?:

On morphisms, .�/?
zT

is defined by the inclusion

MorzT .P;Q/�MorT .P ?;Q?/

given by definition of zT . The proof of (a) and (b), as well as the uniqueness of .�/?
zT

satisfying these conditions, is left to the reader as an easy exercise.

Next we show that zT is indeed a transporter system. Conditions (A1), (B) and (C)
are clear. Condition (A2) follows from the properties of the functor .�/?F W F ! F? .
Indeed, for each P 2 Ob.zT / set

zE.P /D Ker.z�P W AutzT .P /! AutF .P //;

E.P ?/D Ker.�P? W AutT .P ?/! AutF .P ?//:

If ' 2E.P ?/, then, by definition of zT , together with axiom (C) on T , it follows that
' 2 zE.P /. Conversely, if ' 2 zE.P /, then by definition ' 2 AutT .P ?/ is such that
�.'/jP D Id. By property (a) on .�/?

zT
, we have

�.'/D �..'/?
zT /D .�.'/jP /

?
F D .Id/

?
F D Id;
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and thus ' 2E.P ?/. Hence zE.P /DE.P ?/, and the freeness of the action of zE.P /
on MorzT .P;Q/ follows from property (A2) in T . That z�P;Q is the orbit map of this
action follows easily.

Next we check condition (I) for zT . Fix Q 2 Ob.zT /. If Q 2 Ob.T / then there is
nothing to show, since T is a full subcategory of zT . Thus, assume that Q … Ob.T /.
We can choose Q such that Q? is fully F–normalized, so that

"Q?.NS .Q
?// 2 Sylp.AutT .Q?//:

Set for short G D AutT .Q?/ and K D "Q?.NS .Q?//.

We claim first that every subgroup H of G has Sylow p–subgroups. Notice that
G=Q? Š OutF .Q?/, which is a finite group. Thus

H=.H \Q?/ŠHQ?=Q? �G=Q?;

and thus H \Q? is a discrete p–toral normal subgroup of H with finite index. The
claim follows by [7, Lemma 8.1].

Now, by definition we can consider H DAutzT .Q/ as a subgroup of G , and in particular
the above discussion implies that H has Sylow p–subgroups. Fix R 2 Sylp.H/
such that "Q.NS .Q// � R . Since K 2 Sylp.G/, there is some ' 2 G such that
' ıR ı '�1 �K . Set P D �.'/.Q/ �Q? . Note that P ? �Q? by definition of P ,
and P is F–conjugate to Q , which implies that P ? is F–conjugate to Q? . This
implies that P ? DQ? . Thus

AutzT .P /D ' ıH ı'
�1
D ' ıAutzT .Q/ ı'

�1
�G;

and "P .NS .P // 2 Sylp.AutzT .P //. Condition (I) follows.

Condition (II) for zT follows easily from condition (II) for T . Indeed, let ' 2
IsozT .P;Q/, P C zP � S and Q C zQ � S be such that ' ı z"P . zP / ı '�1 � z"Q. zQ/.
By applying the functor .�/?

zT
W zT ! T ? , we get '? 2 IsoT .P

?;Q?/, and

P ? C bP WDN
. zP/?

.P ?/� S and Q? C bQ WDN
. zQ/?

.Q?/� S;

such that
'? ı "P?.bP / ı .'?/�1 � "Q?.bQ/:

Axiom (II) in T implies that there exists some b' 2MorT .bP ; bQ/ such that

b' ı "
P?;bP .1/D "Q?;bQ .1/ ı'?:

Note that zP � bP and zQ � bQ by Definition 2.3(iv). Thus, we may restrict the
morphism b' to zP , and condition (II) follows.
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Condition (III) for zT follows easily by condition (III) for T , together with the properties
of the functor .�/?

zT
W zT ! T ? , since T ? contains finitely many isomorphism classes

of objects by Definition 2.3(i).

Let us now prove that zT is a telescopic transporter system. Let P 2 Ob.zT /. By [7,
Lemma 1.9], there is a sequence P0 � P1 � � � � of finite subgroups of P such that
P D

S
i�0 Pi . Since F? contains finitely many S–conjugacy classes of subgroups by

Definition 2.3(i), it follows that there is some M 2N such that .Pi /? D P ? for all
i �M , and we may assume that M D 0 for simplicity. This way, since P 2 Ob.zT /,
it follows that Pi 2 Ob.zT / for all i � 0. Thus zT is a telescopic transporter system.

Finally, we check that the inclusion of T in zT as a full subcategory induces an
equivalence between the corresponding nerves. Recall from Lemma 2.4(d) that the
inclusion T ? � T induces an equivalence jT ?j ' jT j. Thus, we only need to show
that .�/?

zT
W zT ! T ? is (left) adjoint to the inclusion of T ? as a full subcategory of zT .

That is, given P;Q 2 Ob.zT /, we have to show that the restriction map

MorzT .P
?;Q?/ �!MorzT .P;Q

?/

is a bijection. Let zE.P /DE.P ?/ as above, and recall that there is a bijection between
the sets HomF .P

?;Q?/ and HomF .P;Q
?/, given by the restriction map, by (vi) in

Lemma 2.4. Thus, by axiom (A2) of transporter systems,

MorT .P ?;Q?/=E.P ?/DHomF .P
?;Q?/ŠHomF .P;Q/DMorzT .P;Q

?/= zE.P /;

and the claim follows.

We call zT the telescopic transporter system associated to ..�/?F ; .�/
?
T /, or sim-

ply the telescopic transporter system associated to T if there is no need to specify
..�/?F ; .�/

?
T /.

Proposition 2.7 Each ‰ 2 AutItyp.T / extends uniquely to some z‰ 2 AutItyp.zT /.

Proof Let ‰ 2 AutItyp.T / and let  2 Aut.S/ be the automorphism induced by ‰ .
Then ‰ can be extended to zT by the formulas

z‰.P /D  .P / and z‰.'W P !Q/D‰.'?
zT W P

?
!Q?/:

Clearly, this determines an isotypical equivalence z‰ of zT . Moreover, since z‰ is
isotypical, that is z‰.z"P;Q.1//D z"z‰.P/;z‰.Q/.1/ for all P;Q 2 Ob.zT / with P �Q ,
and since morphisms in zT are monomorphisms and epimorphisms in the categorical
sense by Lemma 1.10, it follows that z‰ is the unique extension of ‰ to zT .
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Below we analyze some examples which will be of interest in later sections.

Example 2.8 We start with the most obvious example. Let GD .S;F ;L/ be a p–local
compact group, and let .�/�F W F ! F and .�/�LW L! L be the usual bullet functors.
Then clearly ..�/�F ; .�/

�

L/ is a finite retraction pair (by Proposition 1.13), and this way
we obtain a telescopic transporter system zL which in addition satisfies the following
properties:

(1) For each P 2 Ob.zL/, we have

Ker.AutzL.P /! AutF .P //D "P .CS .P //D "P .Z.P �//:

Let P 2 Ob.zL/, and set E.P / D Ker.AutzL.P /! AutF .P //. If P 2 Ob.L/ then
AutzL.P / D AutL.P /, and there is nothing to prove. Suppose that P … Ob.L/. By
definition P � 2 Ob.L/, and there is a commutative diagram of group extensions

E.P �/ // AutzL.P
�/ // AutF .P �/

E.P / //

OO

AutL.P / //

OO

AutF .P /

OO

where all the vertical arrows are inclusions. Thus, we have

E.P /�E.P �/D "P �.Z.P
�//D "P �.CS .P

�//D "P .CS .P //;

where CS .P �/DZ.P �/ since P � is F–centric, and CS .P �/DCS .P / by condition (v)
of Definition 2.3. The inclusion "P .CS .P // � E.P / is clear. This proves (1). In
particular, every object in zL is quasicentric (that is, CF .P / is the fusion system of
CS .P / for all P 2 Ob.zL/), and in this sense zL is a quasicentric linking system.

(2) There is an isomorphism AutItyp.L/Š AutItyp.zL/.

This follows by Proposition 2.7, together with the observation that every isotypical
automorphism of zL must restrict to an isotypical automorphism of L, since Ob.L/
is the set of all F–centric subgroups of S . Moreover, this restriction is injective as a
consequence of Lemma 1.10, and since every morphism in zL is the restriction of some
morphism in L.

Example 2.9 The following is a less obvious example. Again, let G D .S;F ;L/ be a
p–local compact group, let ..�/�F ; .�/

�

L/ be the finite retraction pair in Example 2.8,
and let zL be the telescopic transporter system associated to L. Let also A � S be
a fully F–normalized subgroup such that NS .A/ has finite index in S (for example
A� T a subgroup of the maximal torus of S ).
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Let NG.A/D .NS .A/;NF .A/;NL.A// be the normalizer p–local compact group of A,
as in Definition 1.22. Again, in general NL.A/ is not a telescopic linking system. In
this case, since NG.A/ is a p–local compact group, one could apply Example 2.8 to
produce a telescopic transporter system associated to NL.A/. However, this way there
is no obvious correspondence between the telescopic transporter systems for NL.A/

and L, mainly because usually the bullet functors in NF .A/ and in F do not agree,
that is, .P /�F ¤ .P /

�

NF .A/
in general.

Instead, we propose a different construction. Set for short N DNS .A/, E DNF .A/

and T DNL.A/. We define a finite retraction pair ..�/?E ; .�/
?
T / as follows. For each

P �N , notice that .P /�F �NS .A/, since NS .A/ already contains the maximal torus
of S . Thus, we can define

P ? D P �:

On morphisms, let P;Q � N , and let f 2 HomE.P;Q/. By definition of E , the
morphism f extends to some  2HomF .PA;QA/ such that  jA2AutF .A/. Applying
the functor .�/�F to the commutative square

PA

// QA

P

incl

OO

f

// Q

incl

OO

we see that .f /�F extends to ./�F , and the latter restricts in turn to a morphism
y 2 HomF ..P /

�

FA; .Q/
�

FA/ such that y jA D  jA 2 AutF .A/. We define

.f /?E D .f /
�

F :

Properties (1)–(2) and (i)–(v) in Definition 2.3 for .�/�F imply that .�/?E also satisfies
these conditions.

On T , define .�/?T as follows. Let P;Q 2 Ob.T /, and let ' 2 MorT .P;Q/. By
definition, ' is a morphism in MorL.PA;QA/ such that �.'/jP 2MorE.P;Q/, and
�.'/jA 2 AutF .A/. Clearly,

P �A� .PA/� and Q�A� .QA/�;

and thus .'/�L restricts to a morphism z' 2 MorL.P �A;Q�A/ such that �.z'/jP � 2
HomE.P

�;Q�/ and �.z'/jA 2 AutF .A/. Define .'/?T D z' . It is not difficult to check
that .�/�T satisfies properties (a)–(b) in Definition 2.3.

Let zL and zT be the associated telescopic transporter systems for L and T , respectively.
In general, T is not a subcategory of L, and neither is zT a subcategory of zL. Let
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T�A � T be the full subcategory of subgroups that contain A, and let zT�A � zT be
the full subcategory of subgroups P such that A� P � . Then the following are easily
checked:

(a) T�A is a subcategory of L, and zT�A is a subcategory of zL.

(b) T�A contains all the centric radical subgroups of E .

(c) The functor .�/?
zT

coincides with the functor .�/�
zL

on the subcategory zT�A .

This example, including the above remarks, will be very useful in the next section, when
we have to compare certain constructions on a p–local compact group G D .S;F ;L/
and on the normalizer NG.A/D .NS .A/;NF .A/;NL.A// of a certain subtorus A� S .

3 Families of unstable Adams operations

In this section we prove Theorem 1: every p–local compact group can be approximated
by p–local finite groups. Roughly speaking, given a p–local compact group we produce
an approximation of G by p–local finite groups (defined below) by considering fixed
point subcategories of a telescopic transporter system associated to L by iterations of
a given unstable Adams operation on G .

Essentially, we follow the same lines as [23]. However, the introduction of telescopic
transporter systems allows a great deal of simplification, and it is actually thanks to
this that we are finally able to prove Proposition 3.17, basically the missing step in [23]
in proving Theorem 1. We have opted for reproving here every property that we need
from [23] for the sake of completeness as well as for correcting mistakes: while working
on Proposition 3.17 below, the author realized that the statement of [23, Lemma 2.11]
is false. Nevertheless, this affects neither the main results of [23] nor the results that we
present in this paper, and this comment is just intended as a warning to the interested
reader.

Definition 3.1 Let G D .S;F ;L/ be a p–local compact group, and let zL be a tele-
scopic transporter system associated to F and containing L as a full subcategory. An
approximation of G by p–local finite groups is a family f.Si ;Fi ;Li /gi�0 satisfying
the following conditions:

(i) S D
S
i�0 Si .

(ii) For each i � 0, Si is a finite p–group, Fi is a saturated fusion system over Si ,
and Li is a linking system associated to Fi . Furthermore, Ob.Fcri /� Ob.Li /,
and there are inclusions Li � LiC1 and Li � zL.
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(iii) For each P;Q 2 Ob.zL/ and each ' 2MorzL.P;Q/ there exists some M 2N
such that, for all i � M , there are objects Pi ;Qi 2 Ob.Li / and morphisms
'i 2MorLi .Pi ;Qi /, such that

P D
[
i�M

Pi and QD
[
i�M

Qi ;

and
z"Qi ;Q.1/ ı'i D ' ı z"Pi ;P .1/:

Although condition (i), or at least a weaker version of it, can be deduced from condition
(iii) applied to P DQ D S and to any ' 2 AutL.S/, we prefer to include (i) in the
definition for the sake of clarity. We now show some basic properties of approximations
of p–local compact groups by p–local finite groups.

Lemma 3.2 Let GD .S;F ;L/ be a p–local compact group, and let f.Si ;Fi ;Li /gi�0
be a finite approximation of G by p–local finite groups with respect to some telescopic
transporter system zL satisfying the conditions in Definition 3.1. Then, for every finite
subgroup P � S and every f 2 HomF .P; S/, there exists some M 2 N such that
P � Si for all i �M , and f is the composition of a morphism  2 HomFi .P; Si /

with the inclusion Si � S .

Proof Let QD f .P /, which is also a finite subgroup of S , and let  2 IsoF .P;Q/

be the restriction of f to its image. By Definition 3.1(i), it is clear that there is
some M0 2N such that P;Q � Si for all i �M0 . By Alperin’s fusion theorem [7,
Theorem 3.6], there exist W0 D P;W1; : : : ; Wn D Q � S , U1; : : : ; Un 2 Ob.L/ �
Ob.zL/, and morphisms 'j 2 AutzL.Uj /, for j D 1; : : : ; n, such that, for each j ,

Wj�1; Wj � Uj and �.'j /.Wj�1/DWj ;

and  D �.'n/ ı � � � ı �.'1/. Combining properties (i) and (iii) in Definition 3.1, we
see that for each j D 1; : : : ; n there exists some Mj 2 N such that, for all i �Mj ,
there exist Uj;i ; Vj;i 2 Ob.Li /, together with an isomorphism 'j:i 2 IsoLi .Uj;i ; Vj;i /,
such that

Uj D
[
i�Mj

Uj;i D
[
i�Mj

Vj;i and z"Vj;i ;Uj .1/ ı'j;i D 'j ı z"Uj;i ;Uj .1/:

Moreover, since Wj�1; Wj are finite subgroups, we may assume without loss of
generality that Wj�1�Uj;i and Wj �Vj;i for all i �Mj . Let M DmaxfM0; : : : ;Mng.
Then, for all i � 0, it follows that

 D �i .'n;i / ı � � � ı �i .'1;i / 2Mor.Fi /;

and this finishes the proof.
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Lemma 3.3 [31, Corollary 2] Let C be a nonempty category that satisfies the follow-
ing conditions:

(i) given objects a1; a2 , there is an object b and morphisms a1
g1
�! b

g2
 � a2 ; and

(ii) given morphisms g1; g2W a! b , there is hW b! c such that h ıg1 D h ıg2 .

Then the nerve of C is contractible.

Lemma 3.4 Let C be a small category all of whose morphisms are epimorphisms
and monomorphisms in the categorical sense, and let C0 � C1 � � � � be a sequence of
subcategories such that C D

S
i�0 Ci . Then jCj ' hocolim jCi j.

Proof Let I be the category of natural ordinals, with objects Ob.I /D fi 2Ng, and
where the morphism set MorI .i; j / is f�i;j g if i � j , or empty otherwise. Define a
functor

‚W I �! Cat

by ‚.i/ D Ci and ‚.�i;j / D inclW Ci ! Cj . The Grothendieck construction on ‚,
namely G.‚/, is the category with object set

f.i; X/ j i 2 Ob.I / and X 2 Ob.Ci /g:

The morphism sets MorG.‚/..i; X/; .j; Y // are empty whenever j < i . Otherwise
they consist of the pairs .�i;j ; '/, with ' 2MorCj .X; Y /. By [35, Theorem 1.2], we
have an equivalence hocolim jCi j ' jG.‚/j.

Consider now the projection functor � W G.‚/ ! C that sends an object .i; X/ to
�.i; X/DX , and a morphism .�i;j ; '/ to �.�i;j ; '/D ' . We claim that this functor
induces an equivalence between the corresponding nerves. For each X 2 C , let �=X
be the category with object set

Ob.�=X/D f..j; Y /; '/ j .j; Y / 2 Ob.G.‚// and ' 2MorC.Y;X/g:

A morphism in �=X from ..j; Y /; '/ to ..k;Z/;  / is .�i;j ; /2MorC..j; Y /; .k;Z//
such that 'D ı . By [31, Theorem A and Corollary 2], it is enough to check that �=X
satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.3. Clearly, �=X is nonempty, since ..i; X/; 1X / 2
�=X for some i 2 N big enough. Let ..j; Y /; '/; ..k;Z/;  / 2 Ob.�=X/, and let
mDmaxfi; j; kg. Then Lemma 3.3(i) holds with

..j; Y /; '/
.�j;m;'/
������! ..m;X/; 1X /

.�k;m; /
 ������ ..j; Y /;  /:

Regarding condition (ii), notice that Mor�=X ...j; Y /; '/; ..k;Z/;  // is either empty,
or contains a single morphism, since morphisms in C are all epimorphisms and
monomorphisms in the categorical sense. Thus, j�=X j is contractible for all X 2 C ,
and the claim follows.
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Lemma 3.5 Let G D .S;F ;L/ be a p–local compact group, and suppose G admits
an approximation by p–local finite groups f.Si ;Fi ;Li /gi�0 with respect to some
telescopic transporter system zL satisfying the conditions in Definition 3.1. Then there
is an equivalence BG ' .hocolim jLi j/^p .

Proof By Definition 3.1, zL contains L as a full subcategory, and thus by Lemma 2.2
the inclusion L � zL induces an equivalence jLj ' jzLj. It is enough to show that
hocolim jLi j ' jzLj.

Set Lı WD
S
i�0 Li � zL. By Lemma 1.10, all morphisms in zL are epimorphisms

and monomorphisms in the categorical sense, and thus the same applies to Lı . By
Lemma 3.4 it follows that

hocolim jLi j ' jLıj:

Thus, to finish the proof it is enough to show that the inclusion functor �W Lı ! zL
induces an equivalence of nerves. For each P 2 Ob.zL/, the undercategory �=P has
object set

Ob.�=P /D f.Q; '/ jQ 2 Ob.Lı/ and ' 2MorzL.Q;P /g:

A morphism in �=P from .Q; '/ to .R; / is a morphism  2 MorLı.Q;R/ such
that ' D  ı  .

We show that �=P satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.3, which implies that j�=P j
is contractible. Clearly, �=P is nonempty. Let .Q; '/; .R; / 2 Ob.�=P /. By
Definition 3.1(iii), there is some X 2 Ob.Lı/, with X � P , such that ' and  

restrict to morphisms 'W Q ! X and  W R ! X in Lı . Thus, condition (i) of
Lemma 3.3 is satisfied with

.Q; '/
'
�! .X; ".1//

 
 � .R; /:

Regarding condition (ii) in Lemma 3.3, the set Mor�=P ..Q; '/; .R; // is either empty
or contains a single morphism. Since the argument works for all P 2Ob.L/, it follows
that jLıj ' jzLj.

Remark 3.6 Suppose the p–local compact group G D .S;F ;L/ admits an approxi-
mation by p–local finite groups f.Si ;Fi ;Li /gi�0 . For each i , the fusion system Fi
is saturated, and we may consider its associated centric linking system Ti . Let also
Hi D Ob.Li /\Ob.Ti /, and let LHi � Li be the full subcategory with object set Hi .
Since both Ob.Li / and Ob.Ti / contain Ob.Fcri /, it follows that Ob.Fcri / � Hi .
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Moreover, there is a commutative diagram

� � � Ti TiC1 � � �

� � � // LHi

�i

OO

incl

��

incl
// LHiC1

�iC1

OO

incl

��

// � � �

� � � // Li incl
// LiC1 // � � �

where all the vertical arrows induce homotopy equivalences between the realizations
of the corresponding nerves, by [4, Theorem B]. Thus, if we denote BGi D jTi j^p , then
Lemma 3.5 implies that BG ' .hocolimBGi /^p .

3A Preliminary constructions

In this subsection we establish the notation and basic facts necessary for the proof in
the next subsection that every p–local compact group has an approximation by p–local
finite groups.

Hypothesis 3.7 For the rest of this subsection, let GD .S;F ;L/ be a p–local compact
group, and let ..�/?F ; .�/

?
L/ be a finite retraction pair. Let also zL be the associated

telescopic transporter system, and let ‰ be a fine unstable Adams operation on L
(in the sense of Definition 1.15). By a slight abuse of notation, we denote by ‰ the
corresponding extension of ‰ to zL (see Proposition 2.7), which is again a fine unstable
Adams operation. Set ‰0 D‰ , and for all i � 0, define

(a) Si D CS .‰i /D fx 2 S j‰i .x/D xg; and

(b) ‰iC1 D .‰i /
p .

Lemma 3.8 The following properties hold:

(i) S D
S
i�0 Si .

(ii) There is some Ma 2N such that .Si /? D S for all i �Ma .

Proof Let T � S be the maximal torus of S , and set Ti D T \ Si . Notice that by
definition Ti is the subgroup of T of elements fixed by ‰i . By hypothesis, ‰ D‰0
has degree � 2 1C pmZ^p for some m > 0, and ‰iC1 D .‰i /

p . Thus, we have
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Ti ˆ TiC1 for all i � 0, and T D
S
i�0 Ti . By [26, Lemma 2.6], there is a subgroup

H � S0 such that S DH �T . Thus, H � Si for all i , and we get

S DH �T D
[
i�0

H �Ti �
[
i�0

Si :

This proves part (i). To prove part (ii), suppose otherwise that no such Ma 2N exists,
that is, .Si /? ˆ S for all i � 0. Since Ob.F?/ contains only finitely many conjugacy
classes of elements, this means that there exist some R 2 Ob.F?/ and some M 2N
such that R ˆ S and such that .Si /? DR for all i �M . Notice that this contradicts
part (i): if Rˆ S , then there is some x 2 S nR . On the other hand, by part (i) we have
x 2 Si for i big enough, and thus x 2 .Si /? DR , hence a contradiction.

For simplicity we may assume that Ma D 0. In particular, Si 2 Ob.zL/ for all i � 0.

Definition 3.9 With the conventions above, for each i � 0 define Li as the category
with object set Ob.Li /D fP � Si j P 2 Ob.zL/g, and with morphism sets

MorLi .P;Q/D f' 2MorzL.P;Q/ j‰i .'/D 'g:

Define also Fi as the fusion system over Si generated by the restriction of z�W zL! F
to Li (ie Fi is Ob.Li /–generated). Finally, define functors

TOb.Li /.Si /
"i
�! Li and Li

�i
�! Fi

as the obvious restrictions of the structural functors z"W TOb.zL/.S/!
zL and z�W zL! F .

Despite its simplicity, the following example illustrates why it is necessary to work
with a telescopic linking system rather than a centric linking system.

Example 3.10 Let T be a discrete p–torus, ie T Š .Z=p1/r for some r � 1. Let
also G D .S;F ;L/ be the trivial p–local compact group associated to T . That is,
S D T and F D FT .T / is the fusion system over T whose only morphisms are
inclusions (since T is abelian). This fusion system is obviously saturated, and has only
one centric object, namely T itself. Thus, L has a single object, T , with AutL.T /DT .
On the other hand, since T D S , we have P � D T for all P � T , and the telescopic
linking system zL associated to L in Example 2.8 is the actual transporter category of
the group T . That is, Ob.zL/D fP � T g, and MorzL.P;Q/DNT .P;Q/D T for all
P;Q � T . Let now ‰ be an unstable Adams operation as fixed in Hypothesis 3.7. An
easy computation reveals that CT .‰/ must be a finite subgroup of T , and thus is not
an object in L. In particular, without replacing L by zL, the subcategories Li defined
above would be empty for all i � 0.
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Proposition 3.11 (i) For each P 2 Ob.F?/ there exists some MP 2N such that
.P \Si /

? D P for all i �MP .

(ii) For each ' 2Mor.zL/ there exists some M' 2 N such that ‰i .'/ D ' for all
i �M' .

(iii) For each i � 0 and each x 2 S , we have x�1 �‰i .x/ 2 T .

Proof To prove part (i), notice that P ?DP D
S
i�0 P\Si by Lemma 3.8(i). Suppose

that .P \Si /? ˆ P for all i � 0. Since F? contains finitely many conjugacy classes
of objects, this means that there is some R 2 Ob.F?/ such that .P \Si /? DR ˆ P

for all i big enough, contradicting the identity P D
S
i�0 P \Si . Part (iii) follows

immediately by definition of an unstable Adams operation, since the ‰i 2 Aut.S/
induces the identity on S=T .

Finally, part (ii) follows by construction of the unstable Adams operations ‰i . More
specifically, as established in Hypothesis 3.7, the unstable Adams operation ‰ satisfies
the following property (see Remark 1.17, or the proof of [26, Theorem 4.1] for a
more detailed explanation): there is a (finite) set M of morphisms in L? such that the
following hold:

(1) ‰.'/D ' for all ' 2M; and

(2) every morphism  in L (and hence in zL by definition) decomposes as  D
".g/ ı' , where ' is (the restriction of) a morphism in M, and g is an element
of S .

Moreover, these properties depend only on L? containing finitely many S–conjugacy
classes, and on L being a centric linking system, but not on the functor .�/?L . Fix
 2Mor.zL/, and let  D ".g/ ı' be the corresponding decomposition, as described
above. By assumption, ‰.'/D' , and thus ‰i .'/D' for all i�0. Also, SD

S
i�0 Si

by Lemma 3.8(i), and thus there exists some M' 2N such that g 2 Si for all i �M' .
It follows that ‰i . /D‰i .".g// ı' D ".g/ ı' D  , and part (ii) follows.

Proposition 3.12 There exists some Mb 2 N such that, for all i � Mb , the triple
.Li ; "i ; �i / is a transporter system associated to the fusion system Fi .

Proof We have to check the axioms in Definition 1.8. Notice that Li is a finite
category, and thus we do not have to deal with axiom (III). Axioms (A1), (B) and (C)
follow immediately by definition of Li as a subcategory of zL. We deal with the
remaining axioms of transporter systems in separate steps for the reader’s convenience.

For each P 2 Ob.Li /, set

Ei .P /D Ker.AutLi .P / �! AutFi .P //:
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Note that, via the inclusion AutLi .P /! AutzL.P
?/, and by Definition 2.3(a) for the

functor .�/?L , the subgroup Ei .P / is mapped to a subgroup of

E.P ?/D Ker.AutzL.P
?/! AutF .P ?//:

Indeed, if ' 2Ei .P /, then f D �i .'/D Id. Thus, z�..'/?L/D .Id/
?
F D Id.

Step 1 Axiom (A2) is satisfied: for each P;Q 2Ob.Li /, the group Ei .P / acts freely
on MorLi .P;Q/ by right composition, and �i W MorLi .P;Q/! HomFi .P;Q/ is the
orbit map of this action. Also, Ei .Q/ acts freely on MorLi .P;Q/ by left composition.

The freeness of both the left action by Ei .P / and the right action of Ei .Q/ follows by
Lemma 1.10, which states that morphisms in zL (and in particular in Li by definition)
are monomorphisms and epimorphisms in the categorical sense. That �i is the orbit
map of the left conjugation action of Ei .P / is now immediate.

Step 2 Axiom (I) is satisfied: in fact, since Li is a finite category, it is enough to
show that there exists some M 2N such that, for all i �M , Li satisfies axiom (I0 )
in Remark 1.9: "i .Si / 2 Sylp.AutLi .Si // or, equivalently, the group OutFi .Si / has
trivial Sylow p–subgroup.

Fix a set N � AutzL.S/ of representatives of the elements of OutF .S/D AutzL.S/=S .
Then there exists some Mb 2 N such that .Si /? D S and N � AutzL.Si / for all
i �Mb (by abuse of notation we consider N as the restriction of its elements to Si ).
Furthermore, by Proposition 3.11(ii) we can assume that N �AutLi .Si / for all i �Mb .
Thus, there is a commutative diagram of group extensions

z"S .S/
‰i //

res
��

AutzL.S/
‰i //

res
��

OutF .S/

��

"i .Si / // AutLi .Si / // OutFi .Si /

where G‰i D fg 2 G j ‰i .g/D gg, for G D "S .S/ or G D AutL.S/. Furthermore,
note that the restrictions resW z"S .S/‰i ! "i .Si / and resW AutzL.S/

‰i !AutLi .Si / are
isomorphisms by definition. Thus, for all i �Mb we have OutFi .Si /ŠOutF .S/, and
axiom (I0 ) follows since f1g 2 Sylp.OutF .S//.

Step 3 Axiom (II) is satisfied: let ' 2 IsoLi .P;Q/, P C zP � Si , and QC zQ � Si
be such that ' ı "i . zP / ı'�1 � "i . zQ/; then there is some z' 2MorLi . zP ; zQ/ such that
z' ı "i .1/D "i .1/ ı' .

Fix some i � 0, and let ' 2 IsoLi .P;Q/, P C zP � Si , and QC zQ� Si be as above,
and notice that in this case we have "i .1/D z"W X ! zX , where X D P;Q . Since zL is
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a transporter system, there is some z' 2MorzL. zP ; zQ/ such that z' ı "i .1/D "i .1/ ı' .
Applying ‰i to this equation we get

z' ı "i .1/D "i .1/ ı' D‰i ."i .1/ ı'/D‰i .z'/ ı "i .1/;

and thus Lemma 1.10 implies that ‰i .z'/D z' .

Again, we may assume that Mb D 0 for simplicity.

Corollary 3.13 For all i � 0, the fusion system Fi is Ob.Li /–generated and Ob.Li /–
saturated.

Proof The fusion system Fi is Ob.Li /–generated by definition, and the Ob.Li /–
saturation follows by [30, Proposition 3.6].

3B Existence of finite approximations

We are ready to prove that every p–local compact group has an approximation by
p–local finite groups. In fact, we prove something stronger: every fine unstable Adams
operation (in the sense of Definition 1.15) defines an approximation by p–local finite
groups.

Hypothesis 3.14 For the rest of this section, let G D .S;F ;L/ be a p–local compact
group, and let ..�/�F ; .�/

�

L/ be the finite retraction pair of Example 2.8. Let also zL be
the associated telescopic linking system, and let ‰ be a fine unstable Adams operation
on zL (that is, ‰ is an unstable Adams operation whose degree � ¤ 1 is congruent
to 1 modulo p ). Let also f‰igi�0 and fSigi�0 be as defined in Hypothesis 3.7, and
let f.Si ;Fi ;Li /gi�0 be the associated family of finite transporter systems defined in
Definition 3.9. Finally, for all i � 0 let

(a) �i D fP � Si j P
� … Ob.L�/ and P �\Si D P g; and

(b) �i D fR 2 Ob.F�/ nOb.L�/ j .R\Si /� DRg.

Note that ‰i is a fine unstable Adams operation for all i . Also, for each i � 0 the sets
�i and �i are in one-to-one correspondence with each other for all i � 0. The bijection
is given in one direction by P 7! P � , and in the reverse direction by R 7! R\ Si .
Also note that �i \Ob.Li /D∅ for all i � 0.

Proposition 3.15 For all i � 0, Li is a linking system, and P is Fi–centric for each
P 2 Ob.Li /.
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Proof By definition of Li , for all P 2 Ob.Li / we have

Ker.AutzL.P /! AutF .P //D "P .Z.P �//

by Example 2.8(1), and thus

Ker
�
AutLi .P /! AutFi .P /

�
D "P .Z.P

�/\Si /D "i .Z.P //:

Furthermore, we have

"i .CSi .P //� Ker
�
AutLi .P /! AutFi .P /

�
by axiom (C) of transporter systems on Li , and the statement follows immediately.

Proposition 3.16 Let i � 0 and let P � Si be such that P ˆ P �\Si . Then

OutSi .P /\Op.OutFi .P //¤ 1:

In particular, P is not Fi–centric Fi–radical.

Proof Suppose P is Fi–centric. Since P … �i , we have P ˆ P � \ Si WD Q .
Notice that the functor .�/� induces an inclusion AutFi .P / � AutFi .Q/. Consider
the subgroup AD fcx 2 AutFi .P / j x 2 NQ.P /g. Via the above inclusion, we have
A D AutFi .P / \ Inn.Q/. Since P ˆ Q , it follows that P ˆ NQ.P /, and hence
Inn.P / ˆ A, since P is Fi–centric by hypothesis. The group AutFi .P /, seen as a
subgroup of AutFi .Q/, normalizes Inn.Q/, and thus AC AutFi .P /, and

f1g ¤ A= Inn.P /� OutSi .P /\Op.OutFi .P //:

This finishes the proof.

Proposition 3.17 Assume Hypothesis 3.14. Then there exists some M 2N such that,
for all i �M , the following holds: if P 2 �i , then either P is not Fi–centric or P is
Fi–conjugate to some Q � Si such that

OutSi .Q/\Op.OutFi .Q//¤ 1:

Proof We start with some general observations, after which we deduce a certain
condition (�) which will imply the statement. The rest of the proof consists of a series
of steps to show that (�) holds.

By Proposition 1.13(i), the set Ob.F�/ contains finitely many F–conjugacy classes, and
the same applies to Ob.F�/nOb.L�/. Let PDfX1; : : : ; Xng be a set of representatives
of the F–conjugacy classes in Ob.F�/ nOb.L�/. By Proposition 3.11(i), there exists
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some M 0 2 N such that P � �i for all i �M 0 , and we can assume that M 0 D 0
without loss of generality.

For each X 2 P , fix also a set HX D fY1; : : : ; Ymg of representatives of the T –
conjugacy classes in XF . Again, there exists some M 00 2N such that HX ��i for
all i �M 00 , and once more we can assume M 00 D 0 for simplicity.

Let i �0, and let Q�Si . Then TQ�\QCQ , and every automorphism in Fi of Q re-
stricts to an automorphism of TQ�\Q (by the properties of .�/� ; see Proposition 1.13).
Set

KQ D Ker
�
AutFi .Q/ �! AutFi .TQ� \Q/�Aut.Q=.TQ� \Q//

�
;

which is a normal p–subgroup of AutFi .Q/ by Lemma 1.7. Since �i and �i are in
one-to-one correspondence (see Hypothesis 3.14), in order to prove the statement it is
enough to prove the following, slightly stronger statement for each X 2 P and each
Y 2HX :

(�) There exists some MY 2 N such that the following holds for all i �MY : if
R 2 Y T \�i , then either R\Si is not Fi–centric, or R\Si is Fi–conjugate
to some Q � Si such that KQ \AutS .Q/ contains some element which is not
in Inn.Q/.

Indeed, suppose that (�) holds for all X 2 P and all Y 2 HX . We claim that the
statement follows with M DmaxfMY jX 2P and Y 2HXg. To prove this, let P 2�i ,
and let R D P � 2 �i . Then there exist some X 2 P and some Y 2 HX such that
R 2 Y T \�i . Thus, (�) applies to Y , and it follows that either P D R\ Si is not
Fi–centric, or P DR\Si is Fi–conjugate to some Q� Si such that KQ\AutS .Q/
contains some element which is not in Inn.Q/, in which case we have

OutSi .Q/\Op.OutFi .Q//¤ 1:

For the rest of the proof, fix X 2 P and HX as above. Since this proof is rather long,
we have divided it into several steps, for the reader’s convenience. We also include a
brief summary of the steps in the proof. In Step 1, we give a general tool to deduce
that (�) holds in some cases. In Step 2 we show that we may reduce to proving that (�)
holds for all Y 2HX with TY fully F–normalized. In Step 3 we justify the reduction
to the case when AD TX is normal in F . In Step 4 we show some properties regarding
the quotient G=AD .S=A;F=A;L=A/. In Step 5 we introduce a certain subgroup ZY
for each Y 2HX , related to CT=A.Y=A/, and prove some of its properties. In Step 6,
we show that (�) holds for all Y 2HX such that ZY 6� Y . In Step 7 we show that we
may reduce to proving (�) for all Y 2 HX such that ZY is fully F–normalized. In
Step 8 we show that (�) holds for all Y 2HX such that CS .Y / 6� Y (in particular, this
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applies to Y 2HX such that CS .Y / 6� Y and such that ZY is fully F–normalized). In
Step 9 we prove a technical property necessary for the last step of the proof. Finally, in
Step 10 we show that (�) holds for all Y 2HX such that ZY is fully F–normalized.

Step 1 Let Y; Y 0 2HX , and suppose that (�) holds for Y . Suppose in addition that
there exists some f 2HomF .Y

0T; Y T / such that f .Y 0/D Y . Then (�) holds for Y 0 .

Let f 2 HomF .Y
0T; Y T / as above. By Alperin’s fusion theorem [7, Theorem 3.6],

there exist subgroups A0DY 0T;A1; : : : ; AnDY T �S , objects B1; : : : ; Bn 2Ob.L�/,
and automorphisms �k 2 AutzL.Bk/, for k D 1; : : : ; n, such that

Ak�1; Ak � Bk and �.�k/.Ak�1/D Ak

for each k D 1; : : : ; n, and such that f D �.�n/ ı � � � �.�1/. By Proposition 3.11(i)
and (ii), there exists some M1 2N such that, for all i �M1 and all k D 1; : : : ; n,

Bk \Si 2 Ob.Li / and .�k/jBk\Si 2 AutLi .Bk \Si /:

Moreover, since T �A0 , it follows that T �Ak; Bk for all kD 1; : : : ; n. Note that for
each k , there exists some tk 2 T such that tkAkt�1k 2HX (in particular, t0 D tn D 1).
Since T � Bk for each k , we may replace �k by ".tk/ ı�k ı ".tk�1/, and this way
we may assume that Ak 2HX for each k .

Suppose now that (�) holds for Y . That is, there exists some MY 2N (we may choose
MY �M1 ) such that, for all i �MY , the following holds: if R2Y T \�i , then R\Si
satisfies the conclusion of (�). Let i �MY , and let K 2 .Y 0/T \�i , and let H Df .K/.
Since f W Y 0T ! Y T , it follows that H 2 Y T . Moreover, f .K\Si /DH \Si (since
each �k above is fixed by ‰i ). Thus, K \ Si is Fi–conjugate to H \ Si , and (�)
holds for Y 0 .

Step 2 We show that if (�) holds for all Y 2HX such that TY is fully F–normalized,
then (�) holds for all Y 2HX .

Indeed, let Y 0 2 HX , and suppose that TY 0 is not fully F–normalized. Then there
exists some  2 HomF .NS .TY 0/; S/ such that .TY 0/ is fully F–normalized. Since
Y 0 �NS .TY 0/, we may define Y D .Y 0/. Since HX contains representatives of all
the T –conjugacy classes in XF , there is some t 2 T such that tY t�1 2 HX . Thus,
upon replacing  by ct ı  , we may assume that Y 2 HX . Note that TY D .TY 0/.
Notice also that T � NS .TY 0/, and thus  restricts to some f 2 HomF .Y

0T; Y T /

such that Y D .Y 0/. The claim follows by Step 1.

Step 3 Let MDfAD TY � T j Y 2HX and TY is fully F–normalizedg. Since HX
is finite, so is M. For each A 2M, let HX;A D fU 2HX j TU DAg �HX . To prove
the statement of Proposition 3.17, it is enough to prove that (�) holds for all U 2HX;A ,
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for a fixed A 2M at a time. Fix A 2M, and let HX;A be as above. The main goal of
this step is to justify the reduction to the case where A is normal in F .

Since A is fully F–normalized, to prove that (�) holds for all U 2HX;A , we can reduce
to work on the normalizer p–local compact group NG.A/D .NS .A/;NF .A/;NL.A//

defined in Definition 1.22, instead of the whole G D .S;F ;L/. Set for short N D
NS .A/, E D NF .A/, and T D NL.A/, and note that T � N since A � T . Let
..�/�F ; .�/

�

L/ be the finite retraction pair for G fixed in Hypothesis 3.14, and let
..�/?E ; .�/

?
T / be the finite retraction pair for NG.A/ described in Example 2.9. Recall

that P ? D P � for all P � N . Let also zL and zT be the corresponding associated
telescopic transporter systems.

We start by stating and proving several general properties.

(3-a) Let U 2 HX;A and let R 2 U T . Then TR D A, NS .TR/ D NS .A/, and
NS .R/�NS .A/. Moreover, every automorphism of R preserves TR , and thus
AutF .R/D AutE.R/.

(3-b) Since A� T is a subtorus, it follows that ‰i .A/D A for all i � 0. Thus, each
‰i restricts to a fine unstable Adams operation (see Definition 1.15) on NG.A/,
which extends to zT by Proposition 2.7. Let us denote by ‰i the resulting
unstable Adams operation.

Consider the family of transporter systems f.Ni ; Ei ; Ti /gi�0 associated to .N; E ; zT /
in Definition 3.9. As noted in Example 2.9, zT is not a subcategory of zL, and thus it
is hard to compare the fusion systems Ei and Fi . However, if we restrict to the full
subcategory zT�A � zT of subgroups P �N such that A� P ? D P � , then zT�A is a
subcategory of zL, by Example 2.9(a). In particular, we have the following:

(3-c) For all i � 0, there is an inclusion zT�A\ Ti � Li .

Finally, note that A� D A, since A is the maximal torus of U , for some U 2HX;A ,
and U D U � by hypothesis. The following hold:

(3-d) For each i � 0, let Ai D A \ Si . By Proposition 3.11(i), there exists some
M2 2 N such that .Ai /� D A for all i �M2 . For simplicity we may assume
that M2 D 0.

(3-e) For each U 2 HX;A and each R 2 U T \�i , we have R\Ni D R\ Si and
AutNi .R\Si /D AutSi .R\Si /. This follows since NS .R\Si / �NS .R/�
NS .A/DN by (3-a).

(3-f) Let H;K �Ni be such that A�H �; K� . Then, for all f 2 HomE.H;K/, we
have .f /?E D .f /

�

F . Similarly, if H;K 2 Ob.zT�A/ and ' 2MorzT .H;K/, then
H;K 2 Ob.zL/, and .'/?

zT
D .'/�

zL
. The first part follows by definition of .�/?E

in Example 2.9, and the second part follows by Example 2.9(c).
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In fact, we deduce more. Let W �Ni be such that A�W � . Then the following holds:

(3-g) HomEi .W;Ni /� HomFi .W;Ni /.

Let f 2 HomEi .W;Ni /. Since Ei is Ob.Ti /–generated, there exist objects Hk;H 0k 2
Ob.Ti / and morphisms k 2 HomTi .Hk;H

0
k
/, for k D 1; : : : ; n, and such that, upon

taking the necessary restrictions,

f D z�i .n/ ı � � � ı z�i .1/:

Notice that .Ai /� D A �W � . Thus, A �W � � .H1/� , and AD z�.1/.A/ � .H 01/
�

since 1 2Mor.zT /. Inductively, it follows that A� .Hk/�; .H 0k/
� for all k , and thus

Hk;H
0
k
2 Ob.zT�A/. By (3-c) above, for all k D 1; : : : ; n we have Hk;H 0k 2 Li , and

k 2Mor.Li /. Thus f 2Mor.Fi /, and (3-g) follows. In particular, if U 2HX;A , and
P 2 U E \�i , then

HomEi .P \Si ; Ni /� HomFi .P \Si ; Ni /:

Let U 2 HX;A . For each P 2 U E \ �i , note that A \ Si C P \ Si , and every
automorphism of P \Si in Fi restricts to an automorphism of A\Si . Let xP DP=A.
Note that P D .P \Si /A (since P 2�i ), and thus we have .P \Si /=.A\Si /Š xP .
Set for short QD P \Si , and let

KQ D Ker.AutFi .Q/ �! AutFi .A\Si /�Aut. xP //I

K 0Q D Ker.AutEi .Q/ �! AutEi .A\Si /�Aut. xP //:

By Lemma 1.7, we have KQ �Op.AutFi .Q// and K 0Q �Op.AutEi .Q//. Moreover,
by (3-g) there is an inclusion AutEi .Q/ � AutFi .Q/, and it follows that K 0Q �KQ .
We claim that, in order to prove that (�) holds for U 2 HX;A , it is enough to prove
that the following version of (�) in terms of Ei holds:

(3-h) There exists some MU 2 N such that, for all i �MU and all R 2 U T \�i ,
either R\Si is not Ei–centric, or R\Si is Ei–conjugate to some Q such that
K 0Q \AutNi .Q/ contains some element that is not in Inn.Q/.

Indeed, suppose that (3-h) holds for U , and let i �MU and R 2 U T \�i . Clearly,
if R\ Si is not Ei–centric, then it is not Fi–centric by (3-g). Suppose that R\ Si
is Ei–centric. Then R \ Si is Ei–conjugate to some Q such that K 0Q \AutNi .Q/
contains some element that is not in Inn.Q/. Then R\Si is Fi–conjugate to Q by
(3-g), and (�) holds for U since K 0Q \AutNi .Q/�KQ \AutSi .Q/.

The above just shows that, in order to prove (�) for U 2 HX;A with respect to
f.Si ;Fi ;Li /gi�0 , it is enough to prove that the conclusion (�) holds for U with
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respect to f.Ni ; Ei ; Ti /gi�0 . For the rest of the proof, we assume that A D TX is
normal in F , so HX;A D HX (and TR D A for all R 2 XF ). Moreover, notice that
we are only concerned about subgroups H � S such that A � H � , and for these
subgroups there is no difference between the finite retraction pairs ..�/�F ; .�/

�

L/ and
..�/?E ; .�/

?
T /, by (3-f). Thus, we may assume also that we are still working with

..�/�F ; .�/
�

L/.

To finish this step, we prove the following:

(3-i) If AD T then (�) holds for all Y 2HX .

Indeed, in this case we have Y T D fY g for each Y 2 HX . Since HX is finite, it is
not hard to check in this case that in fact there exists some MX 2N such that, for all
i �MX and all Y 2HX , the subgroup Y \Si is not Fi–centric.

Step 4 Since AD TX is normal in F , consider the quotient .S=A;F=A; zL=A/. By
Lemma 1.27, F=A is a saturated fusion system over S=A, and zL=A is a transporter
system associated to F=A which contains all the centric subgroups of F=A. In this
step we prove several properties relating .S;F ; zL/ to .S=A;F=A; zL=A/, which we
will need in later steps.

Set for short xS D S=A, xF D F=A and T D zL=A. Let also zL�A � zL be the full
subcategory of subgroups that contain A, and let � W zL�A ! T be the projection
functor. By a slight abuse of notation, we also write � W S ! xS for the projection
homomorphism. We adopt the notation xP ; xQ; : : : to denote subgroups of xS , xf ; xf 0; : : :
to denote morphisms in xF , and x'; x ; : : : to denote morphisms in T . In particular,
T=AD xT � xS denotes the maximal torus of xS . Also, for each P � S that contains A,
we will write xP instead of �.P /D P=A, unless there is risk of confusion.

The following is easily checked since A� T is normal in F :

(4-a) Let P;Q � S be such that A � P;Q . Then Q 2 P F if and only if xQ 2 xP xF .
Similarly, Q 2 P T if and only if xQ 2 xP xT , since A� T .

By property (3-b), ‰i .A/DA for all i � 0. By (3-i) we may assume that Aˆ T , and
thus, for each i � 0, the unstable Adams operation ‰i induces a fine unstable Adams
(see Definition 1.15) operation x‰i on T . By definition, if ' 2Mor.zL/ is such that
‰i .'/D ' for some i , then x‰i .x'/D x' . The following is some sort of converse of
this statement:

(4-b) Let P;Q 2 Ob.zL/ be such that A � P;Q , and let x' 2MorT . xP ; xQ/ be such
that x‰i .x'/D x' . Then there exists some ' 2MorzL.P;Q/ such that �.'/D x'
and such that ‰i .'/D ' . Similarly, let xx 2 xS be such that x‰i .xx/D xx . Then
there exists some x 2 S such that ‰i .x/D x (ie x 2 Si ) and �.x/D xx .
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Let x' be as above, and let ' 2MorzL.P;Q/ be such that �.'/D x' . Since

�.'/D x' D x‰i .x'/D �.‰i .'//;

it follows that ‰i .'/ D ' ı "P .a/, for some a 2 A (see Definition 1.25). Consider
the map A! A defined by t 7! t�1‰i .t/. Since A is abelian, this turns out to be
a group homomorphism, which is in fact surjective, since Ker.A/ is the subgroup of
fixed points of A, and this is a finite subgroup of A for all i � 0. In particular, there
exists some t 2 A such that t�1‰i .t/D a�1 , and we get

‰i .' ı "P .t//D‰i .'/ ı "P .‰i .t//D ' ı "P .a/ ı "P .‰i .t//D ' ı "P .t/:

A similar argument shows that, for each xx 2 xS such that x‰i .xx/ D xx , there is some
x 2 Si such that �.x/D xx .

For each i � 0, let xSi � xS be the subgroup of fixed points by x‰i . By (4-b), we deduce
that SiA=AD xSi , and thus Si=.Si \A/Š xSi . Let U 2HX . By (4-a), R 2U T if and
only if xR 2 xU xT .

(4-c) For all i � 0 and all R 2 U T , R 2�i if and only if xR � xSi .

Suppose first that R 2�i , and let P DR\Si . Then RD PA (since AD TR ), and
xR D PA=A � SiA=A D xSi . Conversely, let R 2 U T be such that xR � xSi . Then it
follows by (4-b) that P D R\ Si contains representatives of all the elements in xR .
Since Ai DA\Si �R\Si DP and .Ai /�DA, it follows that P ��R . The inclusion
P � �R follows from P DR\Si �R and the fact that R� DR . Thus R 2�i .

Step 5 For each R 2XF , recall the notation xRDR=A. Set also

Z xR WD C xT .
xR/ and ZR WD ft 2NT .R/ j �.t/ 2Z xRg:

Note that A�ZR and Z xRDZR=A. The main goal of this step is to show the following:
if ZU is fully F–normalized for some U 2HX , then Z xU is fully xF–normalized.

Indeed, let U 2HX be such that ZU is fully F–normalized. Note that T �NS .ZU /,
and

xT �N xS .Z xU /DNS .ZU /=A:

Suppose that Z xU is not fully xF–normalized, and let x 2 Hom xF .N xS .Z xU /; xS/ be such
that xH D x.Z xU / is fully xF–normalized, and jN xS .Z xU /j< jN xS .x.Z xU //j. Then x lifts
to a map  2 HomF .NS .ZU /; S/ such that

jNS .ZU /j D j.NS .ZU //j< jNS ..ZU //j;

since
xT �N xS .x.Z xU //DNS ..ZU //=A;

and this contradicts the maximality of jNS .ZU /j.
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Step 6 We show that (�) holds for all U 2HX such that ZU 6� U .

Let U 2HX be such that ZU 6� U , and let a 2 ZU nU . Then by Lemma 3.8 there
exists some MU 2 N such that a 2 Si for all i �MU . Fix some i �MU , and let
R 2 U T \�i . Since R is T –conjugate to U , we have ZR DZU . Let

KR\Si D Ker
�
AutFi .R\Si / �! AutFi .TR \Si /�Aut. xR/

�
:

By Lemma 1.7 we know that KR\Si �Op.AutFi .R\Si //.

The element a 2ZU \Si fixed above satisfies a 2ZR \Si , since ZR DZU , and in
particular a 2NSi .R\Si /. Moreover, ca 2KR\Si \AutSi .R\Si /, since a 2 T \Si .
In particular, if R\Si is Fi–centric then ca … Inn.R\Si /, and this shows that (�)
holds for U .

Step 7 Suppose (�) holds for all U 2HX such that ZU is fully F–normalized. Then
we claim that (�) holds for all U 2HX .

Let U 2 HX be such that ZU is not fully F–normalized. Then there exists some
 2HomF .NS .ZU /; S/ such that .ZU / is fully F–normalized. Since U �NS .ZU /,
we may set V D .U /. Moreover, since HX contains representatives of all the T –
conjugacy classes in XF , we may assume that V 2HX . Finally, note that T �NS .ZU /,
since ZU � T . Thus, ZV D .ZU /.

Suppose now that (�) holds for all V 2HX such that ZV is fully F–normalized, and
let U 2HX . By the above discussion, there exists some f 2 HomF .UT; S/ such that
V D f .U / 2 HX is such that ZV is fully F–normalized, and the claim follows by
Step 1.

Step 8 We show that (�) holds for all U 2HX such that CS .U / 6� U .

By Step 6, if ZU 6� U then (�) holds for U . Thus we may assume that ZU � U .
Also, since CS .U / 6� U , it follows that C xS . xU/ 6� xU . Notice that C xT . xU/DZ xU � xU
and xU is finite, which implies that C xS . xU/ is a finite group. Thus, there exists some
MU 2 N such that C xS . xU/ � xSi . Moreover, since U 2 �i by assumption, we have
xU � xSi by (4-c).

Let i � MU and let R 2 U T \�i . Then C xT . xR/ D Z xU . By (4-a) we have xR 2
xU
xT , and by (4-c) we know that xR � xSi . Thus, by Lemma 1.18(i), together with

Proposition 3.11(iii), we have

xx�1 � x‰i .xx/ 2 C xT .
xR/DZ xR DZ xU

for some xx 2 N xT . xR; xU/. Fix such an xx 2 N xT . xR; xU/, and note that xx conjugates
C xS .
xR/ to C xS . xU/, and in particular C xS . xR/ 6� xR . Moreover, since Z xU D C xT . xR/� xR ,
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it follows that
xx�1 � x‰i .xx/ 2 C xT .

xR/� xR\ xT � C xT .C xS .
xR//:

Thus, by Lemma 1.18(i) we deduce that C xS . xR/� xSi .

Set XRDCS .R/A. Then by (4-b), XR\Si contains representatives of all the elements
in CS .R/A=A � C xS . xR/ � xSi . Note that CS .R/A 6� R , and thus XR \ Si contains
elements which are not in R\Si . If .XR \Si / n .R\Si / contains some element of
CS .R/, then clearly R\Si is not Fi–centric. Suppose then that .XR\Si /\CS .R/�
R\Si , and let

KR\Si D Ker
�
AutFi .R\Si / �! AutFi .TR \Si /�Aut. xR/

�
;

which is a normal p–subgroup of AutFi .R\Si / by Lemma 1.7. If R\Si is Fi–centric,
then, for every x 2 .XR \Si / n .R\Si /, we have cx 2KR\Si \AutSi .R\Si / and
cx … Inn.R\Si /, and (�) holds for U .

Step 9 Recall the notation T D zL=A, introduced in Step 4, which is a transporter
system associated to xF . Fix U 2HX such that ZU is fully F–normalized. Then Z xU
is fully xF–normalized by Step 5, and in particular it is fully xF–centralized. Thus we
may consider the centralizer fusion system xE DC xF .Z xU / over xZDC xS .Z xU /, and note
that xT � xZ . Since xF is saturated, it follows that xE is also saturated. The main goal of
this step is to prove the following property:

(9-a) Suppose that ZU � U . Then there exists V 2HX such that CS .V / 6� V and
such that xV 2 xU xE .

First, note that the following hold:

(9-b) For each xR 2 xU xT , we have Z xR D C xT . xR/DZ xU .

(9-c) Since Z xU � xT is abelian, every xE–centric subgroup of xZ must contain Z xU .
Thus, by Lemma 1.20, every xE–centric subgroup of xZ is also an xF–centric
subgroup of xS , and hence also an object in T , since T contains all the xF–centric
subgroups of xS .

We are ready now to prove (9-a). Let K D AutU .ZU /, and let

NK
S .ZU /D fx 2 S j cx 2Kg:

Then

AutKS .ZU /DK \AutS .ZU /D AutU .ZU /DK \AutF .ZU /D AutKF .ZU /:
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In particular, ZU is fully F–centralized (since it is fully F–normalized), and clearly
AutKS .ZU / 2 Sylp.AutKF .ZU //. By [8, Lemma 2.2] it follows that ZU is fully K–
normalized in F (see Section 1B). Thus, the fusion system NK

F .ZU / over NK
S .ZU /

(as defined in Definition 1.19) is saturated.

Note that U; T �NK
S .ZU /D UCS .ZU /. Since U is not F–centric and ZU � U , it

follows that U is not NK
F .ZU /–centric by Lemma 1.20. Let V be NK

F .ZU /–conjugate
to U and such that CNKS .ZU /.V / 6�V . Since T �NK

S .ZU /, we may choose V 2HX .
Then

CNKS .ZU /
.V /� CS .V / 6� V:

Also, if f 2 HomNKF .ZU /.U; V /, then by definition we have f jZU 2 AutU .ZU /.
Hence, the induced morphism xf 2Hom xF . xU ; xV / satisfies xf jZ xU D Id, and thus xV 2 xU xE .
Note that in particular ZU �ZV , although this may not be an equality.

Step 10 We show that (�) holds for all U 2HX such that ZU is fully F–normalized.

Fix U 2 HX such that ZU is fully F–normalized. By Step 6, we may assume that
ZU �U , and thus Z xU � xU . By Step 5, we know that Z xU is fully xF–normalized (and in
particular fully xF–centralized). Let xZ D C xS .Z xU / for short, and let xE D C xF .Z xU / be
the centralizer fusion system of Z xU in xF , which is saturated by Step 9. By (9-a), there
exists V 2HX such that xV 2 xU xE and CS .V / 6� V .

Notice that the set fTK jK 2 Ob.L�/g is finite since Ob.L�/ contains finitely many
T –conjugacy classes. Moreover, since K� D K , it follows that .TK/� D TK for all
K 2Ob.L�/. By Proposition 3.11(i) there exists some M3 2N such that .TK\Si /�D
TK D .TK/

� for all i �M3 and all TK in the set above. Without loss of generality we
may assume that M3 D 0.

Fix xf 2 HomxE. xU ; xV /. By Alperin’s fusion theorem [7, Theorem 3.6], there exist
sequences of subgroups xW0D xU ; xW1; : : : ; xWnD xV � xZ and xK1; : : : ; xKn 2Ob..xE/c/�
Ob. xF/, and morphisms xj 2 AutxE. xKj / for each j D 1; : : : ; n, such that

xWj�1; xWj � xKj and xj . xWj�1/D xWj

for each j D 1; : : : ; n. For each j D 1; : : : ; n, let x'j 2 AutT . xKj / be such that
x�.x'j /D xj . Let also Kj 2 Ob.zL/ be the preimage of xKj , and let 'j 2 AutzL.Kj / be
such that �.'j /D x'j . Note that U �K1 and V �Kn .

We claim that we may assume that Kj 2 Ob.L�/ for all j without loss of generality.
Indeed, we have xKj 2Ob.T / by (9-c) (where T D zL=A), and thus Kj 2Ob.zL/. This
implies that .Kj /� 2Ob.L�/ by definition of zL. Furthermore, we have A� .Kj /� , and
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it follows that .Kj /�=A� xZ , since .Kj /� �KjT and xT � xZ . By Proposition 3.11(i)
and (ii), there exists some MU 2N such that

Kj \Si 2 Ob.Li / and ‰i .'j /D 'j

for all i � MU and all j D 1; : : : ; n. In particular, this implies that U \ Si is
Fi–conjugate to V \Si . Note that this also implies that x‰i .x'j /D x'j for all i �MU .

Let i �MU and R 2 U T \�i . By assumption, xU � xSi . By (4-a) we have xR 2 xU xT ,
which implies that C xT . xR/DZ xR DZ xU , and by (4-c) we know that xR � xSi . Thus, by
Lemma 1.18(i), together with Proposition 3.11(iii), we have

xx�1 � x‰i .xx/ 2 C xT .
xR/DZ xU �

xR

for some xx 2N xT . xR; xU/. Fix such xx 2N xT . xR; xU/, set xW 00D xR , and for all j D1; : : : ; n
set

xW 0j D xx
�1
� xWj � xx and xK 0j D xx

�1
� xKj � xx:

Set also x'0j Dx".xx/
�1ı x'j ıx".xx/2AutT . xK

0
j /. Let also W 0j and K 0j be the corresponding

preimages in S . The following hold:

(10-a) Since Z xU is abelian and xKj ; xK 0j are xE–centric, it follows that Z xU � xKj ; xK
0
j

for each j .

(10-b) Since xx 2 xT � xZ D C xS .Z xU / and xKj � xZ , it follows that xK 0j � xZ . More-
over, since xx�1 � x‰i .xx/ 2 Z xU and Z xU � C xT . xKj /; C xT . xK

0
j /, it follows from

Lemma 1.18(i) that xx 2N xT . xK
0
j \
xSi ; xKj \ xSi /.

(10-c) Since Z xU � xKj ; xK
0
j , x'j 2Mor.xE/, and xx�1� x‰i .xx/2Z xU , it follows from axiom

(C) of transporter systems for T that x".xx�1‰i .xx// ı x'j 0 D x'0j ı x".xx
�1‰i .xx//.

Thus, x‰i .x'0j / D x'
0
j by Lemma 1.18(ii). By (4-b), this implies that there is

some '0j 2 AutzL.K
0
j / such that ‰i .'0j /D '

0
j and �.'0j /D x'

0
j .

Let xR0 D xW 0n 2 xV
xT , and let R0 be its preimage in S , and note that R0 2 V T by (4-a).

Note that R �K 01 and R0 �K 0n . Thus, if K 0j \Si 2 Ob.Li / for each j , then R\Si
is Fi–conjugate to R0\Si .

It remains to show that K 0j \ Si 2 Ob.Li / for each j . Recall that, by definition,
K 0j\Si 2Ob.Li / if .K 0j\Si /

� 2Ob.L/. For each j D 1; : : : ; n, let Tj be the maximal
torus of Kj . Note that K 0j is T –conjugate to Kj , so in particular K 0j 2 Ob.L�/. As
noted above, we have .Tj \Si /� D Tj for all i �MU . Also, Tj \Si �K 0j \Si and

.Tj \Si /
�
D Tj � .K

0
j \Si /

�:
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In particular, this implies that K 0j \Si ; Tj � .K
0
j \Si /

� . Since .Kj \Si /� DKj , it
follows that Kj \Si contains representatives of all the elements in xKj \ xSi . Thus, by
(10-b) we deduce that K 0j \Si contains representatives of all the elements in xK 0j \ xSi ,
and thus K 0j D .K

0
j \Si /Tj � .K

0
j \Si /

� . It follows that .K 0j \Si /
� DK 0j , and thus

K 0j \Si 2 Ob.Li /.

By the above, R\Si is Fi–conjugate to R0\Si . Moreover, R0 2V T , and CS .V / 6�V
by assumption. By Step 8, (�) holds for V , and thus the conclusion of (�) holds for R
and R0 . This shows that (�) holds for U as well. Repeating this step, we deduce that
(�) holds for all U 2HX such that ZU is fully F–normalized, and thus (�) holds for
all U 2HX by Step 7. This finishes the proof.

Theorem 1 Every p–local compact group admits an approximation by p–local finite
groups.

Proof Let G D .S;F ;L/ be a p–local compact group, and let zL and ‰ be as fixed
in Hypothesis 3.14. Let also ‰0 D‰ , and let f‰igi�0 be such that ‰iC1 D‰

p
i . Let

f.Si ;Fi ;Li /gi�0 be the family of transporter systems defined in Definition 3.9. For
simplicity, we can assume that the degree of ‰ is high enough so that Lemma 3.8 and
Propositions 3.12 and 3.17 hold (otherwise replace ‰ by an appropriate power of it),
and we claim that f.Si ;Fi ;Li /gi�0 is an approximation of G by p–local finite groups.

Condition (i) in Definition 3.1 is satisfied, by Lemma 3.8(i). Also, Si is a finite p–
group for all i � 0, and Li is a linking system associated to Fi by Proposition 3.15,
and there are inclusions Li � LiC1 and Li � zL for all i � 0. Thus, to show that
condition (ii) in Definition 3.1 is satisfied, it remains to check that Fi is saturated
and Ob.Fcri /� Ob.Li /. By Propositions 3.16 and 3.17, if P � Si is Fi–centric but
P … Ob.Li /, then P is Fi–conjugate to some Q such that

OutSi .Q/\Op.OutFi .Q//¤ 1:

Moreover, Fi is Ob.Li /–generated and Ob.Li /–saturated by Corollary 3.13. Thus,
the conditions of Theorem 1.6 are satisfied: Fi is saturated, and Ob.Li / contains all
the centric radical subgroups of Fi . Thus condition (ii) in Definition 3.1 is satisfied.

Finally, we have to check condition (iii): for each P;Q 2 Ob.zL/ and each ' 2

MorzL.P;Q/, there exists some M 2 N such that, for all i �M , there are objects
Pi ;Qi 2 Ob.Li / and morphisms 'i 2MorLi .Pi ;Qi /, such that P D

S
i�M Pi and

QD
S
i�M Qi , and z"Qi ;Q.1/ ı'i D ' ı z"Pi ;P .1/. By Proposition 3.11(i)–(ii), there

is some M 2N such that P \Si ;Q\Si 2 Ob.Li / for all i �M , and the restriction
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'i D 'jP\Si is a morphism in MorLi .P \ Si ;Q \ Si /. Since S D
S
i�0 Si by

Lemma 3.8(i), it follows that

P D
[
i�0

Pi and QD
[
i�0

Qi :

The condition z"Qi ;Q.1/ ı'i D ' ı z"Pi ;P .1/ is easily checked.

Remark 3.18 Let G D .S;F ;L/ be a p–local compact group, and let O.F/ be its
orbit category: the category O.F/ with object set Ob.F/, and with morphism sets

(3-1) MorO.FH/.P;Q/D Inn.Q/nHomF .P;Q/:

Notice that the subcategory O.F�c/�O.F/ has a finite (full) subcategory as a skeletal
subcategory, which in addition contains a representative of each F–conjugacy class
of centric radical subgroups. Let zL be the associated telescopic linking system, and
let f.Si ;Fi ;Li /gi�0 be an approximation of G by p–local finite groups. Denote by
L�i � L� the image of Li through the functor .�/�W zL! L� for each i � 0. Then by
Definition 3.1 there is some M 2N such that, for all i �M , the category L�i contains
representatives of all the morphisms in O.F�c/ up to S–conjugation. In particular,
this implies that

(a) the fusion system F is generated by Fi and Inn.S/; and

(b) the linking system zL is generated by L�i and S (and thus so is L).

More precisely, property (b) means that every object in L� is S–conjugate to an object
in L�i , and every morphism in L� is the composition of a morphism in L�i with (the
restriction of) a morphism in ".S/� AutL.S/. Since L� is a deformation retract of zL,
we can say that zL is generated by L�i and S .

3C An example

In this subsection we analyze our constructions in detail on a specific example: the
2–local compact group associated to SO.3/. In particular, this example reveals that
there are approximations by p–local finite groups that do not appear as fixed points of
any (family of) fine unstable Adams operation.

Let us first fix some notation and facts. The reader is referred to [24, Example 3.7] for
further details. Let G D .S;F ;L/ be the 2–local compact group associated to SO.3/.
Then

S D hftngn�1; x j 8n; t
2n

n D x
2
D 1; t2nC1 D tn; x � tn � x

�1
D t�1n i ŠD21 :
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For each n� 1, set Tn D htni, so that the maximal torus of S is T D hftngn�1i � S .
Set also V D ht1; xi Š Z=2�Z=2. Then F is generated by AutF .S/D Inn.S/ and
AutF .V /D Aut.V /Š†3 . Regarding the linking system L, the only centric radical
subgroups (up to S–conjugation) are S and V , with

AutL.S/D S and AutL.V /Š†4:

Let zL be the associated telescopic linking system. An easy computation shows that
the only new objects in zL are the subgroups Tn , for n� 2, with AutzL.Tn/D S for all
n� 2.

Let now ‰ 2 AutItyp.L/ be an unstable Adams operation. As usual, set ‰0 D‰ and
‰iC1 D .‰i /

2 . Then for each i � 0 we have Si D CS .‰i /ŠD2ni for some ni 2N ,
and we may assume without loss of generality that V � Si for all i � 0. Notice
that Si contains two different Si–conjugacy classes of maximal elementary abelian
subgroups, and V is a representative of one of them. Fix a representative Wi � Si of
the other Si–conjugacy class of maximal elementary abelian subgroups. Notice that,
after embedding Si into SiC1 , the subgroup Wi becomes SiC1–conjugate to V .

Let also f.Si ;Fi ;Li /gi�0 be the approximation by 2–local finite groups associated
to f‰igi�0 . A careful inspection reveals that, in order to describe .Si ;Fi ;Li / it is
enough to specify the groups AutLi .Si /, AutLi .V / and AutLi .Wi /. By construction,
we have

AutLi .Si /D Si and AutLi .V /Š†4;

and we have to determine the group AutLi .Wi /. Let ' 2AutLi .V / be an automorphism
of order 3 that conjugates t1 to x . An easy computation in S shows that there is
some t 2 NT .Wi ; V / such that t�1 �‰i .t/D t1 . By Lemma 1.18(ii), it follows that
".x/�1 ı' ı ".x/ is not fixed by ‰i , and thus

AutLi .Wi /DNSi .Wi /ŠD8:

These computations imply that, for all i , .Si ;Fi ;Li / is the 2–local finite group
associated to PGL2.Fq/, where q is some power of some odd prime p .

Let now .Si ; Ei ; Ti / be the 2–local finite group associated to PSL2.Fq/. This 2–local
finite group is determined by AutTi .Si / D Si and AutTi .V / Š †4 Š AutTi .Wi /.
Clearly, f.Si ; Ei ; Ti /gi�0 is an approximation of .S;F ;L/ by 2–local finite groups,
but our computations above show that it cannot be the product of our constructions in
Definition 3.9.
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4 Stable elements theorem for p–local compact groups

In this section we use the approximations constructed in the previous section to prove a
version of the stable elements theorem for p–local compact groups, which computes the
cohomology of the classifying space of a p–local compact group with coefficients in a
trivial Z.p/–module as the stable elements of the cohomology of its Sylow p–subgroup
with the same module of coefficients. The finite version of this result was proved in
[6, Theorem 5.8] for coefficients in the trivial module Fp , and then generalized to any
trivial Z.p/–module in [5, Lemma 6.12].

Let S be a discrete p–toral group, and let F be a saturated fusion system. In this section
we consider certain contravariant functors AW F!C , where C is either Z.p/�Mod, the
category of Z.p/–modules, or Gr�Z.p/�Mod, the category of graded Z.p/–modules.
We start with a brief discussion of some general properties of such functors. For
each X � S , let �X W X ! S denote the inclusion homomorphism. This way, given a
contravariant functor AW F ! C and a subcategory E � F , we define

(4-1) AE
WD
˚
z 2 A.S/ j A.�P /.z/D A.�Q ıf /.z/

8P;Q 2 Ob.E/ and f 2 HomE.P;Q/
	
:

Given E1 � E2 two subcategories of F , there is an obvious inclusion AE2 � AE1 .

Lemma 4.1 Let S be a discrete p–toral group, let F be a fusion system over S , and
let f.Si ;Fi /gi�0 be a family of finite fusion subsystems of F with Fi � FiC1 for
all i (in particular, Si � SiC1 are finite subgroups of S for all i ), and satisfying the
following properties:

(i) S D
S
i�0 Si ; and

(ii) for all P � S and for all f 2HomF .P; S/ there exists some Mf 2N such that,
for all i �Mf , f jP\Si 2 HomFi .P \Si ; Si /.

Let also C be either Z.p/�Mod, the category of Z.p/–modules, or Gr�Z.p/�Mod,
the category of graded-Z.p/–modules, and let AW F ! C be a contravariant functor
satisfying the following property:

(�) For each P � S , the natural map A.P /! lim
 ��i

A.P \Si / is an isomorphism.

Then, upon setting Fı D
S
i�0 Fi � F , there are equalities

AF
D AFı

D lim
 ��
i

AFi

as subsets of A.S/.
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Proof We claim first that Fı � F is the full subcategory of F whose objects are the
finite subgroups of S . Indeed, if P � S is a finite subgroup, then there exists some
MP 2N such that P �Si for all i �MP , since S D

S
i�0 Si . Similarly, if P;Q�S

are finite subgroups and f 2 HomF .P;Q/, then by condition (ii) there exists some
Mf 2N such that P;Q � Si , and f D f jP\Si 2 HomFi .P;Q/ for all i �Mf .

By (�), we have A.S/D lim
 ��i

A.Si /, which implies that AFıD lim
 ��i

AFi . The inclusion
Fı � F implies, by (4-1), that AF � AFı . To show the reverse inclusion, let P;Q 2
Ob.F/ and f 2 HomF .P;Q/. For X D P;Q; S , set Xi DX \Si , and notice that

X D
[
i�0

Xi and A.X/D lim
 ��
i

A.Xi /;

by (i) and (�) respectively. By condition (ii), there exists some Mf 2N such that, for
all i �Mf , f jPi 2 HomFi .Pi ;Qi /. Thus, if z 2 AFı , then

A.�Pi /.z/D A.�Qi ıf jPi /.z/

for all i �Mf , and thus A.�P /.z/D A.�Q ıf /.z/. Hence AFı � AF .

Remark 4.2 If GD .S;F ;L/ is a p–local compact group and f.Si ;Fi ;Li /gi�0 is an
approximation of G by p–local finite groups, then conditions (i) and (ii) in Lemma 4.1
follow from Definition 3.1(i) and Lemma 3.2(i), respectively. Hence, in this case
Lemma 4.1 applies to any functor AW F ! C as above that satisfies condition (�).

Proposition 4.3 Let GD .S;F ;L/ be a p–local compact group, and let M be a (finite)
Z.p/–module with trivial S–action. Let also f.Si ;Fi ;Li /gi�0 be an approximation
of G by p–local finite groups, and let P � S . Then there are isomorphisms

H�.BP IM/Š lim
 ��

H�.B.P \Si /IM/ and H�.BGIM/Š lim
 ��

H�.BGi IM/:

In particular, the functor H�.�IM/W F !Gr�Z.p/�Mod satisfies condition (�) in
Lemma 4.1.

Proof Fix some P � S , and set Pi D P \ Si for all i � 0. Let X be either BG
or BP , and similarly let Xi be either BGi or BPi , depending on which case we want
to prove. Note that the following hold:

(i) If X D BP , then X D hocolimXi , since P D
S
i�0 Pi by hypothesis.

(ii) If X D BG , then X ' .hocolimXi /
^
p by Lemma 3.5 and Remark 3.6. In

particular, H�.X IM/ŠH�.hocolimXi IM/.
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Consider the homotopy colimit spectral sequence for cohomology [3, XII.5.7]:

E
r;s
2 D lim

 ��

rH s.Xi IM/ H) H rCs.X IM/:

We will see that, for r � 1, Er;s2 D f0g, which, in particular, will imply the statement.

For each s , let H s
i DH

s.Xi IM/, and let Fi be the induced morphism in cohomology
(in degree s ) by the map j‚i jW jLi j ! jLiC1j induced by the inclusion Li � LiC1 .
The cohomology ring H�.Xi IM/ is noetherian by [6, Theorem 5.8], and in particular
H s
i is finite for all s and all i . Thus, the inverse system fH s

i IFig satisfies the Mittag-
Leffler condition [36, Definition 3.5.6], and hence the higher limits lim

 ��

r H s
i vanish for

all r � 1. This in turn implies that the differentials in the above spectral sequence are
all trivial, and thus it collapses.

We are ready to prove Theorem 2, the stable elements theorem for p–local compact
groups, which we restate below.

Theorem 4.4 Let G D .S;F ;L/ be a p–local compact group, and let M be a finite
Z.p/–module M with trivial S–action. Then the natural map

H�.BGIM/
Š
�!H�.F IM/ WD lim

 ��
F
H�.�IM/�H�.BS IM/

is an isomorphism.

Proof Let fGi D .Si ;Fi ;Li /gi�0 be an approximation of G by p–local finite groups,
with respect to some telescopic transporter system zL satisfying the conditions in
Definition 3.1. By Remark 3.6, the space BGi WD jLi j^p is the classifying space of a
p–local finite group, and we can apply the stable elements theorem for p–local finite
groups: there is a natural isomorphism

H�.BGi IM/
Š
�!H�.Fi IM/:

By Proposition 4.3 there are natural isomorphisms

H�.BGIM/Š lim
 ��
i

H�.BGi IM/Š lim
 ��
i

H�.Fi IM/

� lim
 ��
i

H�.BSi IM/ŠH�.BS IM/;

and we have to show that lim
 ��i

H�.Fi IM/ŠH�.F IM/. If we set Fı D
S
i�0 Fi ,

then Lemma 4.1 and Proposition 4.3 combined imply that there are isomorphisms

lim
 ��
i

H�.Fi IM/ŠH�.FıIM/ŠH�.F IM/;

and this finishes the proof.
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Remark 4.5 The reader may have noticed the difference between the original statement
of the stable elements theorem for p–local finite groups, [7, Theorem 5.8], in terms of
the orbit category of F defined in (3-1), and our statement, in terms of F . In fact, a
formulation of the stable elements theorem in terms of F , rather than O.F/, is already
found in [5, Lemma 6.12], as well as in other papers, and it is rather straightforward to
justify the equivalence of statements. Consider the projection functor � W F !O.F/,
which is the identity on objects. Since conjugation by elements of S induces the
identity on cohomology, we have a commutative triangle

F
H�.�/

//

�

��

Gr�Z.p/�Mod

O.F/
H�.�/

44

and an induced morphism between the corresponding inverse limits

lim
 ��
O.F/

H�.�IFp/ �! lim
 ��
F
H�.�IFp/:

This morphism is easily checked to be an isomorphism upon considering both groups
as subgroups of stable elements in H�.S IFp/, since every element of H�.S IFp/ is
stable by any morphism in FS .S/.

We finish this section proving Theorem 3, restated as Theorem 4.6 below, which states
the existence of a certain spectral sequence associated to a strongly closed subgroup of
a given saturated fusion system. We first fix some notation.

Let F be a saturated fusion system over a discrete p–toral group S , let R � S be a
strongly F–closed subgroup, and let M be an Z.p/–module with trivial S–action. For
each X � S , set xX D X=.X \R/ Š XR=R � S=R . Then each f 2 HomF .P;Q/

induces a morphism of extensions

P \R //

f0
��

P

f

��

// xP

xf
��

Q\R // Q // xQ

and thus also homomorphisms

.f /W Hn. xQIHm.Q\RIM//
f �0
��!Hn. xQIHm.P \RIM//

xf �

��!Hn. xP IHm.P \RIM//
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for all n;m� 0. This defines a contravariant functor

(4-2) Xn;mW F �! Z.p/�Mod;

which satisfies condition (�) in Lemma 4.1, since, for each P � S and each i � 0,
the group Hn.P \Si IH

m.P \Si \RIM// is finite and the Mittag-Leffler condition
[36, Definition 3.5.6] applies. Set

Hn.S=RIHm.RIM//F D .Xn;m/F

in order to match the notation of [15].

Theorem 4.6 Let GD .S;F ;L/ be a p–local compact group, let R� S be a strongly
F–closed subgroup, and let M be a finite Z.p/–module with trivial S–action. Then
there is a first quadrant cohomological spectral sequence having second page

E
n;m
2 DHn.S=RIHm.RIM//F

and converging to HnCm.BGIM/.

Proof The spectral sequence of the statement is constructed as an inverse limit of
spectral sequences. For the reader’s convenience, the proof is divided into smaller
steps.

Step 1 Construction of inverse systems of spectral sequences. Let f.Si ;Fi ;Li /gi�0
be an approximation of G by p–local finite groups. Notice that Ri WDR\Si is strongly
Fi–closed for all i � 0, since R is strongly F–closed.

For each i � 0, consider the group extension

Ri �! Si �! Si=Ri ;

and its associated Lyndon–Hochschild–Serre spectral sequence fE.i/�;�
k
; d i
k
gk�2 , with

second page E.i/n;m2 DHn.Si=Ri IH
m.Ri IM//, and converging to HnCm.S IM/.

For all k � 2 and all i; n;m � 0, the inclusion homomorphism �i;iC1W Si ! SiC1
induces homomorphisms of spectral sequences for each i � 0,

.�i;iC1/W fE.i C 1/
�;�
k
; d iC1
k
gk�2 �! fE.i/

�;�
k
; d ikgk�2

and thus an inverse system of spectral sequences ffE.i/�;�
k
; d i
k
gk�2; .�i;iC1/gi�0 .

Note that Ri is strongly Fi–closed, and thus for each n;m� 0 there is a functor

Xn;mi W Fi �! Z.p/�Mod;
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defined by similar arguments as those used in the definition of the functor Xn;m in
(4-2). Furthermore, we may consider the spectral sequence f zE.i/�;�

k
; zd i
k
gk�2 of [15,

Theorem 1.1], whose second page is

zE.i/
n;m
2 DHn.Si=Ri IH

m.Ri IM//Fi D .Xn;mi /Fi ;

and which converges to HnCm.BGi IM/. We may see this spectral sequence as the
restriction of the spectral sequence fE.i/�;�

k
; d i
k
gk�2 . We claim that .�i;iC1/ restricts

to a morphism of spectral sequences

.˛i;iC1/W f zE.i C 1/
�;�
k
; zd iC1
k
gk�2 �! f

zE.i/
�;�
k
; zd ikgk�2:

For each i; n;m� 0 and for X � Si , let

A
n;m
i .X/D HomX .BnxX ˝BmX ;M/

be the double complex defined in [15, Section 3] (although we do not give an explicit
description here, notice that the complex itself does not actually depend on i ). With
this notation, for each k � 2, the group zE.i/n;m

k
can be seen as .�.i/n;m

k
/Fi , for a

certain functor
�.i/

n;m
k
W Fi �! Z.p/�Mod;

defined in terms of the double complexes An;mi .X/ above. In particular, the func-
tor Xn;mi defined above corresponds to the case k D 2 (for the sake of brevity, the
reader is referred to [15, Section 4] for details). Furthermore, we have a commutative
triangle of functors:

Fi
�.i/

n;m
k

//

incl
��

Z.p/�Mod

FiC1
�.iC1/

n;m
k

44

Fix some k� 2, and some i; n;m� 0. For a subgroup X �Si �SiC1 , let �X W X!Si
and z�X W X!SiC1 be the corresponding inclusion monomorphisms, and note that z�X D
�i;iC1 ı �X . Also, recall that zE.iC1/n;m

k
is the subgroup of elements z 2E.iC1/n;m

k

such that
�.i C 1/

n;m
k

.z�P /.z/D �.i C 1/
n;m
k

.z�Q ıf /.z/

for all P;Q�SiC1 and all f 2HomFiC1.P;Q/, and a similar equation, with �.i/n;m
k

replacing �.i C 1/n;m
k

, describes the elements of zE.i/n;m
k

.

Fix some z 2E.i C 1/n;m
k

, and set

w D .�i;iC1/.z/ 2E.i/
n;m
k

:
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Then, for all P;Q � Si and all f 2 HomFi .P;Q/� HomFiC1.P;Q/, the commuta-
tivity of the above triangle implies that

�.i/
n;m
k

.�P /.w/D �.i C 1/
n;m
k

.�i;iC1 ı �P /.z/D �.i C 1/
n;m
k

.z�P /.z/

D �.i C 1/
n;m
k

.z�Q ıf /.z/D �.i C 1/
n;m
k

.�i;iC1 ı �Q ıf /.z/

D �.i/
n;m
k

.�Q ıf /.w/:

Thus w 2 zE.i/n;m
k

and the claim follows.

Step 2 The inverse limit spectral sequences and their convergence. Consider the
inverse systems of spectral sequences

ffE.i/
�;�
k
; d ikgk�2; .�i;iC1/gi�0 and ff zE.i/

�;�
k
; zd ikgk�2; .˛i;iC1/gi�0

defined in Step 1. For each k � 2, and for each n;m� 0, define

E
n;m
k
WD lim
 ��
i

E
n;m
k

.i/; zE
n;m
k
WD lim
 ��
i

zE
n;m
k

.i/:

For each k � 2 and each i; n;m � 0, the group E.i/n;m
k

is finite by definition, and
thus the higher limits of fE.i/n;m

k
gi�0 all vanish, by the Mittag-Leffler condition

[36, Definition 3.5.6]. A similar conclusion applies to f zE.i/n;m
k
gi�0 , since it is a

restriction of fE.i/�;�
k
gi�0 . Furthermore, the differentials fd i

k
gi�0 and f zd i

k
gi�0 induce

differentials dk (on E�;�
k

) and zdk (on zE�;�
k

), respectively, and an easy computation
shows that

Ker.dk/Š lim
 ��
i

Ker.d ik/; Im.dk/Š lim
 ��
i

Im.d ik/;

Ker. zdk/Š lim
 ��
i

Ker. zd ik/; Im. zdk/Š lim
 ��
i

Im. zd ik/:

Hence, fE�;�
k
; dkgk�2 and f zE�;�

k
; zdkgk�2 are well defined spectral sequences. More-

over, their corresponding second and infinity pages are, respectively,

E
n;m
2 Š lim

 ��
i

Hn.Si=Ri IH
m.Ri IM//; zE

n;m
2 Š lim

 ��
i

Hn.Si=Ri IH
m.Ri IM//Fi ;

En;m1 Š lim
 ��
i

Hk.Si IM/ŠHk.S IM/; zEn;m1 Š lim
 ��
i

Hk.BGi IM/ŠHk.BGIM/;

where k D nCm, and where the last isomorphism on each position of the bottom row
holds by Proposition 4.3.
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It remains to show that the corresponding second pages of the limit spectral sequences
satisfy, respectively,

E
n;m
2 D lim

 ��
i

Hn.Si=Ri IH
m.Ri IM//ŠHn.S=RIHm.RIM//;

zE
n;m
2 D lim

 ��
i

Hn.Si=Ri IH
m.Ri IM//Fi ŠHn.S=RIHm.RIM//F :

By Proposition 4.3, there are isomorphisms

H�.RIM/Š lim
 ��

H�.Ri IM/;

H�.S=RIH�.RIM//Š lim
 ��

H�.Si=Ri IH
�.RIM//:

Furthermore, [34, Proposition B.2.3] implies that there are isomorphisms

Hn.S=RIHm.RIM//Š lim
 ��
i

Hn.Si=Ri IH
m.RIM//

Š lim
 ��
i

lim
 ��
j

Hn.Si=Ri IH
m.Rj IM//

Š lim
 ��
i

Hn.Si=Ri IH
m.Ri IM//;

since Hn.Si=Ri IH
m.Rj IM// is finite for all i; n;m� 0. To finish the proof, we have

to show that Hn.S=RIHm.RIM//F is isomorphic to lim
 ��i

Hn.SiRi IH
m.Ri IM//Fi ,

and this follows from Lemma 4.1, since the functor Xn;m in (4-2) satisfies the required
condition (�).

5 Mapping spaces

In this section we describe the mapping space Map.BP;BG/, where P is a discrete
p–toral group and G is a p–local compact group, in terms of centralizers in G of
subgroups of S . Such mapping spaces were described in [7] when P � S is centric,
and in full generality in [6] when P is a finite p–group and G is a p–local finite group.
Our proof follows the same lines as the proof in [6, Theorem 6.3].

Let G D .S;F ;L/ be a p–local compact group, and let H�.F/ � H�.BS/ be the
subring of stable elements for F . Let also E � S be an elementary abelian subgroup
which is fully F–centralized, and let jE W H�.F/!H�.BE/ be the map induced by
inclusion. Let TE be Lannes’s T –functor (see [27]), and let TE .H�.F/I jE / be the
component in TE .H�.F// of jE 2 T 0E .H

�.F//ŠHomK.H
�.F/;H�.BE//, where

K is the category of unstable algebras over the mod p Steenrod algebra.
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Lemma 5.1 There is an isomorphism

TE .H
�.F/I jE /

Š
�!H�.CF .E// WD lim

 ��
CF .E/

H�.�/;

which is the restriction of the homomorphism TE .H
�.BS/I jE / ! H�.CS .E//

induced by the natural homomorphism CS .E/�E! S .

Proof Let f.Si ;Fi ;Li /gi�0 be an approximation of G by p–local finite groups. For
the reader’s convenience, we have divided the proof into several shorter steps.

Step 1 Given a discrete p–toral group X and a morphism � W E!X , we claim that

TE .H
�.BX/I ��/ŠH�.Map.BE;BX/B� /ŠH�.BCX .�E//:

Indeed, since X is discrete p–toral, it follows that BX is p–good and H�.BX/ is of
finite type (ie finite in every dimension). Moreover, since both E and X are discrete
groups, it follows that Map.BE;BX/B� 'BCX .�E/. The claim follows immediately
by [27, Proposition 3.4.4].

Step 2 Next we claim that there is some M 2 N such that E is fully centralized
in Fi , for all i �M .

To prove this, fix representatives V0DE; V1; : : : ; Vn � S of the different S–conjugacy
classes in EF . Note that, since E is abelian, we have VCS .V / D CS .V / for each
V 2EF . We will just write CS .V / instead of VCS .V / for simplicity. There is some
M 2N such that, for all i �M , we have V0; : : : ; Vn � Si , and the following hold for
each j D 0; : : : ; n:

(a) jCSi .Vj /j � jCSi .E/j; and

(b) jCSi .Vj /=CTi .Vj /j D jCS .Vj /=CT .Vj /j.

Indeed, since Vj is F–conjugate to E , there exists some fj 2HomF .CS .Vj /; CS .E//

such that fj .Vj /DE . Moreover, by Lemma 3.2, there is some M 2N such that, for all
i �M and all j D 0; : : : ; n, the restriction of fj to CS .Vj /\Si is a morphism in Fi .
Property (a) follows immediately. Property (b) is easily checked, since S=T Š Si=Ti
for all i � 0 by assumption.

For each i �M , set Ti D T \ Si for short. If V � Si is Fi–conjugate to E , then
V is S–conjugate to some Vj , for some j 2 f1; : : : ; ng. Fix x 2 NS .V; Vj /. By
Lemma 1.18(i), together with Proposition 3.11(iv), it follows that x�1‰i .x/ 2 CT .V /.
Since T is abelian and Ti � T , it follows that

x�1‰i .x/ 2 CT .CTi .V //D T:
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Thus, CTi .V / is S–conjugate (by x ) to a subgroup of CTi .Vj /, again by Lemma 1.18(i),
and a similar argument with x�1 instead of x shows that in fact the element x
conjugates CTi .V / onto CTi .Vj /. Moreover, via the inclusion CSi .V /� CS .V /, the
quotient CSi .V /=CTi .V / can be identified with a subgroup of CS .V /=CT .V /, and

jCSi .V /=CTi .V /j � jCS .V /=CT .V /j D jCS .Vj /=CT .Vj /j D jCSi .Vj /=CTi .Vj /j:

Since CSi .V / and CSi .Vj / are finite groups, it follows that

jCSi .V /j D jCTi .V /j � jCSi .V /=CTi .V /j

� jCTi .Vj /j � jCSi .Vj /=CTi .Vj /j

D jCSi .Vj /j � jCSi .E/j;

and E is fully centralized in Fi .

Step 3 For each P �S , set TP DRepF .E; P /D Inn.P /nHomF .E; P /. Notice that
TP is finite by [7, Lemma 2.5]. Consider the functor zTE W O.F/ �!Gr�Z.p/�Mod,
defined on objects by

zTE .P /D
M
�2TP

TE .H
�.BP /I ��/:

We claim that there is an isomorphism

TE .H
�.F/I jE /Š lim

 ��
P2O.F/

�M
�2TP

TE .H
�.BP /I ��/

�
:

To prove this, consider the orbit category O.F/, defined in (3-1). By [7, Lemma 2.5],
all morphism sets in O.F/ are finite. Recall also that the full subcategory F� � F
contains only finitely many F–conjugacy classes by [7, Lemma 3.2 (a)], and thus the
full subcategory O.F�/�O.F/ contains a finite skeletal subcategory. Furthermore,
F� contains all the F–centric F–radical subgroups of S by [7, Corollary 3.5].

Fix a finite skeletal subcategory Osk of O.F�/. The functor TE is exact and commutes
with direct limits. As a consequence, it also commutes with inverse limits over finite
categories, and we have

TE .H
�.F//D TE

�
lim
 ��
O.F/

H�.�/
�
D TE

�
lim
 ��
Osk

H�.�/
�

Š lim
 ��
Osk

TE .H
�.�//D lim

 ��
O.F/

TE .H
�.�//:
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Restricting the above to TE .H�.F/I jE /, we obtain

TE .H
�.F/I jE /Š lim

 ��
P2Osk

�M
�2TP

TE .H
�.BP /I ��/

�

Š lim
 ��

P2O.F/

�M
�2TP

TE .H
�.BP /I ��/

�
D lim
 ��
O.F/

zTE .�/:

Step 4 Consider the functor zTE W O.F/ �! Gr�Z.p/�Mod defined in Step 3. By
precomposing with the projection functor � W F !O.F/, we obtain a functor

F �!Gr�Z.p/�Mod;

which by abuse of notation we also denote by zTE . This will not lead to confusion since
both functors take the same values on objects (as � is the identity on objects), as well
as the same value on any two morphisms in F representing a given morphism in O.F/.
Note also that, for each P 2 Ob.F/D Ob.O.F//, the set TP does not depend on the
choice of category between F and O.F/, and an argument similar to that used in
Remark 4.5 implies that

lim
 ��
O.F/

zTE .�/D lim
 ��

P2O.F/

�M
�2TP

TE .H
�.BP /I ��/

�

Š lim
 ��
P2F

�M
�2TP

TE .H
�.BP /I ��/

�
D lim
 ��
F

zTE .�/:

From now on we consider zTE as a functor on F . In this step we prove that the
functor zTE satisfies condition (�) in Lemma 4.1: for each P � S , the natural map
zTE .P /! lim

 ��i
zTE .P \Si / is an isomorphism.

Fix P � S , and let �� HomF .E; P / be a set of representatives of the classes in TP .
Note that, by definition, there is an equality

(5-1) zTE .P / WD
M
�2TP

TE .H
�.BP /I ��/D

M
f 2�

TE .H
�.BP /If �/:

For each i � 0, set Pi D P \Si . Since � is a finite set, there exists some MP 2N
such that f .E/� Pi for all i �MP and all f 2�. For simplicity we may assume
that MP D 0.

For each 0� i � j , consider the maps

TPi
˛i
�! TP and TPi

ˇi;j
��! TPj ;
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defined by

˛i .�/D inclPPi ı� and ˇi;j .�/D inclPjPi ı�;

respectively. Notice that ˛i D j̨ ıˇi;j for all 0� i � j . Moreover, we claim that TP
is the colimit of the system fTPi ; ˇi;j g. Indeed, surjectivity of colim TPi ! TP follows
from the discussion above. To prove injectivity, fix some i � 0, and let �; �0 2 TPi
be such that ˛i .�/D ˛i .�0/. Let also f; f 0 2 HomF .E; Pi / be representatives of �
and �0 , respectively. Then by definition of TP there exists some x 2 P such that

inclPPi ıf
0
D cx ı inclPPi ıf:

Since P D
S
i�0 Pi , it follows that x 2 Pj for some j � i , and thus ˇi;j .�/ D

ˇi;j .�
0/ 2 TPj .

For each i � 0 and each � 2 TP , set T �Pi D ˛
�1
i .�/. We also fix the following:

(a) For each f 2�, let fi 2 HomF .E; Pi / be the restriction of f .

(b) For each � 2 TP , fix a set ��i � HomF .E; Pi / of representatives of the classes
in T �Pi . In particular, if f 2� represents the class � 2 TP , then we choose fi
as the representative of its own class in T �Pi . Let also �i D

F
�2TP �

�
i . By

definition there is an equality

(5-2) zTE .Pi / WD
M
2TPi

TE .H
�.BPi /I 

�/D
M
!2�i

TE .H
�.BPi /I!

�/:

(c) For each � 2 TP , each i � 0, and each ! 2��i , fix an element x! 2 PiC1 such
that

cx! ı inclPiC1Pi
ı! 2�

�
iC1

(such an element must exist since ˇi;iC1Œ!� 2 T �PiC1 ). In the particular case
where ! D fi (see (a) above), we choose x! D 1. Although the element x!
clearly depends on i , we omit this dependence from the notation since it will be
clear at all times which i is involved.

Note that, since x! 2 PiC1 , we have

(5-3) Map.BE;BPiC1/z! DMap.BE;BPiC1/� ;

where z! D inclPiC1Pi
ı! and � D cx! ı inclPiC1Pi

ı! .

Fix � 2 TP . For each i � 0 and each ! 2��i , consider the homomorphism

�! W CPi .!E/�E �! Pi ;
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defined by �!.a; y/D a �!.y/D !.y/ � a . Fix i � 0 and ! 2��i , and let x! be as
fixed in (c) above. Let also

z! D inclPiC1Pi
ı! and � D cx! ı inclPiC1Pi

ı!:

Then there is a commutative diagram

CPi .!E/�E

.incl;Id/
��

�!
// Pi

incl
��

CPiC1.z!E/�E

Š.cx! ;Id/
��

�z!
// PiC1

Š cx!

��

CPiC1.�E/�E ��

// PiC1

which in turn induces the commutative diagram

(5-4)

BCPi .!E/
'

//

B incl
��

Map.BE;BPi /!

B incl�
��

BCPiC1.z!E/
'

//

Bcx! Š

��

Map.BE;BPiC1/z!

Š .Bcx! /�

��

BCPiC1.�E/ '
// Map.BE;BPiC1/�

by first passing to classifying spaces and then applying adjunction. Note that the
horizontal maps in the diagram above are homotopy equivalences by Step 1. Moreover,
recall from (5-3) that Map.BE;BPiC1/z! DMap.BE;BPiC1/� .

Let � 2 TP , and let f 2� be its representative. We claim that there is an isomorphism

(5-5) H�.BCP .fE//Š lim
 ��
i

�M
!2�

�

i

H�.BCPi .!E//

�
;

where the limit is defined by the homomorphisms

H! W BCPi .!E/
B incl
���! BCPiC1.z!E/

Bcx!
����! BCPiC1.�E/:

Note that the above limit does not depend on the choice of the elements x! in (c),
since a different choice would differ from x! by an element in CPiC1.�E/.
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For each i � 0, let fi 2 HomF .E; Pi / be the restriction of f as fixed in (a) above,
which is an element of ��i by (b), and let x��i D�

�
i n ffig. For each ! 2��i , set for

short A! DH�.BCPi .!E//. Then there are short exact sequences

0!
M
!2x�

�

i

A!
�i
�!

M
!2�

�

i

A!
�i
�! Afi ! 0

for all i � 0. Let also
�iC1W

M
�2�

�

iC1

A� !
M
!2�

�

i

A!

be the morphism induced by the maps H! described above, and let x�iC1 be the
restriction of �iC1 to

L
�2x�

�

iC1
A� . In order to prove (5-5) we use the above exact

sequences to construct an exact sequence of inverse limits.

Recall that TP is the colimit of the sets TPi . Thus, given i � 0, there exists some
M 2N such that

ŒinclPiCMPi
ı!�D ŒfiCM � 2 T

�
PiCM

for all ! 2��i ;

where fiCM is the restriction of f to PiCM as fixed in (a) above. For simplicity let
us assume that M D 1. In terms of mapping spaces, this means that, composing with
the inclusion map BPi ! BPiC1 , we havea

!2�
�

i

Map.BE;BPi /! �!Map.BE;PiC1/fiC1 ;

and it follows that the morphism x�iC1 , defined in the previous paragraph, is simply the
trivial homomorphism. The morphism �iC1 also induces a morphism AfiC1! Afi ,
which is easily seen to coincide with the restriction homomorphism induced by the in-
clusion CPi .fiE/� CPiC1.fiC1E/. Summarizing, we obtain commutative diagrams:

0 //
L
�2x�

�

iC1
A�

x�iC1D0

��

�iC1
//
L
�2�

�

iC1
A�

�iC1
//

�iC1

��

AfiC1
//

resiC1

��

0

0 //
L
!2x�

�

i
A! �i

//
L
!2�

�

i
A! �i

// Afi
// 0

This produces a morphism of inverse systems, and hence, since the inverse limit functor
is left exact, there is an exact sequence

(5-6) 0! lim
 ��
i

�M
!2x�

�

i

A!

�
�! lim
 ��
i

�M
!2�

�

i

A!

�
�
�! lim
 ��
i

Afi ;
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where

lim
 ��
i

�M
!2x�

�

i

H�.BCPi .!E//

�
D 0

since the morphisms in the corresponding inverse system, namely x�iC1 , are trivial.
Thus, � is a monomorphism, and it remains to prove the it is also surjective. Let
.xi /i2N be an element in lim

 ��i
H�.BCPi .fiE//. That is, resiC1.xiC1/D xi for all

i � 0. Let also
Xi D �

�1
i .fxig/�

M
!2�

�

i

H�.BCPi .!E//:

Restricting the maps �iC1 to the sets XiC1 produces an inverse system of sets, and the
resulting inverse limit X D lim

 ��i
Xi is nonempty by [33, Proposition 1.1.4]. Moreover,

by definition of the maps �i , any element in X is a preimage of .xi /i2N , and � is
surjective. Thus, we have

H�.BCP .fE//Š lim
 ��
i

H�.BCPi .fiE//Š lim
 ��
i

�M
!2�

�

i

H�.BCPi .!E//

�
;

where the leftmost isomorphism follows from Proposition 4.3, and the rightmost
isomorphism corresponds to � in (5-6). This proves (5-5).

Combining Step 1 and the above discussion, we deduce the following:

lim
 ��
i

zTE .Pi /D lim
 ��
i

�M
!2�i

TE .H
�.BPi /I!

�/

�
Š lim
 ��
i

�M
!2�i

H�.Map.BE;BPi /!/
�

Š lim
 ��
i

�M
!2�i

H�.BCPi .!E//

�
Š

M
f 2�

H�.BCP .fE//

Š

M
f 2�

H�.Map.BE;BP /f /Š
M
f 2�

TE .H
�.BP /If �/D zTE .P /:

More precisely, the first equality holds by (5-2), while the last equality corresponds
to (5-1), the first isomorphism in the first row follows from Step 1, the isomorphism
between the last term in the first row and the first term in the second row follows from
Step 1 together with the leftmost diagram in (5-4), the middle isomorphism in the
second row holds by (5-5), and the rest follows again from Step 1.

Step 5 The isomorphism TE .H
�.F/I jE /

Š
�!H�.CF .E//. Consider the fusion sys-

tem CF .E/ over CS .E/, and consider also the set of fusion subsystems fCFi .E/gi�0 .
This setup satisfies the conditions of Lemma 4.1: clearly, CS .E/ D

S
i�0 CSi .E/,

since S D
S
i�0 Si , and every morphism in CF .E/ eventually restricts to a morphism
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in CFi .E/ for i big enough, since the fusion systems Fi are part of an approximation of
.S;F ;L/ by p–local finite groups. It follows that there is a sequence of isomorphisms

TE .H
�.F/I jE /Š lim

 ��
F

zTE .�/Š lim
 ��
i

�
lim
 ��
Fi

zTE .�/
�

Š lim
 ��
i

H�.CFi .E//ŠH
�.CF .E//;

where the first isomorphism follows from Steps 3 and 4 combined, the second iso-
morphism is a consequence of Lemma 4.1, since we have checked in Step 4 that zTE
satisfies condition (�), the third isomorphism follows from [6, Lemma 5.7], since we
have shown in Step 2 that E can be assumed to be fully Fi–centralized for all i , and
the last isomorphism is a consequence of Proposition 4.3.

Remark 5.2 Let GD .S;F ;L/ be a p–local compact group, and let f.Si ;Fi ;Li /gi�0
be an approximation of G by p–local finite groups. Let also E � S be an elementary
abelian subgroup which is fully centralized, and let jE be as above. Without loss of
generality we may assume that E � Si for all i � 0, and that E is fully Fi–centralized
for all i � 0. Let jE;i W H�.Fi /! H�.BE/ be the map induced by the inclusion
E � Si , for all i � 0. In this situation, we have just proved that

TE .H
�.F/I jE /Š TE

�
lim
 ��
i

H�.Fi /I jE
�
Š lim
 ��
i

TE .H
�.Fi /I jE;i /:

In other words, the functor TE commutes with the inverse limit lim
 ��i

H�.Fi /. We do
not know of any general result about the functor TE commuting with infinite inverse
limits.

The proof of Theorem 5.4 below requires the following result involving the quotient of a
linking system by a normal discrete p–toral subgroup. The following is a generalization
of [6, Lemma 5.6] to the compact case.

Lemma 5.3 Let GD .S;F ;L/ be a p–local compact group, and let zL be the telescopic
linking system associated to L in Example 2.8. Let also V � S be a central subgroup
in F of order p , and let .zL=V; x"; x�/ be the quotient transporter system, associated to
the saturated fusion system F=V . Finally, let .zL=V /c � zL=V and zL0 � zL be the full
subcategories with object sets

Ob..zL=V /c/D fP=V 2 Ob.zL=V / j P=V is F=V–centricg;

Ob.zL0/D fP 2 Ob.zL/ j P=V 2 Ob..zL=V /c/g;

respectively. Then the following hold:

(i) .zL=V /c is a linking system associated to F=V .
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(ii) BV ! jzL0j^p ! j.zL=V /cj^p is a fibration sequence.

(iii) The inclusion zL0 � zL induces a homotopy equivalence jzL0j^p ' BG .

Proof Clearly, all the F–centric subgroups of S must contain V , since V is abelian
and F–central. Thus, for all P;Q 2 Ob.zL/, it follows by axiom (C) of transporter
systems that the left and right actions of V on MorzL.P;Q/ (via composition with
"Q.V / and "P .V /, respectively) are the same. Since the proof is rather long, it is
divided into steps for the reader’s convenience.

Step 1 For each P � S which contains V , we claim that

P fully F–normalized H) P=V fully F=V –centralized H) �P � AutS .P /:

Let P � S be such that V � P , and note that AutF .V / D fIdg, since V is central
in F . Thus, the subgroup

�P WD Ker.AutF .P / �! AutF=V .P=V //

is a discrete p–toral normal subgroup of AutF .P / by Lemma 1.7. Since F is saturated,
every subgroup of S is F–conjugate to a fully F–normalized subgroup. Similarly,
since F=V is saturated, every subgroup of S=V is F=V –conjugate to a fully F=V –
centralized subgroup. Thus it is enough to show the following: if P;Q � S are
F–conjugate subgroups such that P=V is fully F=V –centralized and Q is fully
F–normalized, then Q=V is fully F=V –centralized and �P � AutS .P /.

As shown above, the group �Q is a normal discrete p–toral subgroup of AutF .Q/.
Furthermore, since Q is fully F–normalized we have AutS .Q/2Sylp.AutF .Q//, and
thus �Q � AutS .Q/. By axiom (II) of saturated fusion systems, every isomorphism
f 2 IsoF .P;Q/ extends to some  2 HomF .Nf ; NS .Q//, where

Nf D fg 2NS .P / j f ı cg ıf
�1
2 AutS .Q/g:

Set N 0
S .P / D fg 2 NS .P / j cg 2 �P g, and notice that N 0

S .P /=V D CS=V .P=V /.
We claim that N 0

S .P / � Nf . To prove that, fix g 2 N 0
S .P / and a 2 Q , and set

b D f �1.a/ 2 P . By definition, cg.b/D bv for some v 2 V , and we have

.f ıg ıf �1/.a/D .f ı cg/.b/D f .bv/D f .b/v D av;

where f .bv/Df .b/v since V is central in F and V �P;Q (and thus the morphism f

restricts to the identity on V ).

The above implies that  restricts to  2HomF .N
0
S .P /;N

0
S .Q//, which in turn factors

through a homomorphism

x 2 HomF=V .CS=V .P=V /; CS=V .Q=V //:
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Since P=V is fully F=V –centralized, it follows that x is an isomorphism and Q=V
is also fully F=V –centralized. Furthermore,  must be an isomorphism too, and thus
�P � AutS .P /.

Step 2 We show now that the category .zL=V /c is a centric linking system associated
to F=V . First notice that .zL=V /c is a transporter system associated to F=V by the
above remarks, and thus we only have to check that, for each object P=V of .zL=V /c ,

E.P=V / WD Ker
�
Aut.zL=V /c .P=V /! AutF=V .P=V /

�
D x"P=V .Z.P=V //:

Fix P=V 2 Ob..zL=V /c/, and consider the commutative diagram

AutzL.P /
�P

//

�P

��

AutzL=V .P=V /

x�P=V

��

AutF .P / !P
// AutF=V .P=V /

where �P and x�P=V denote the corresponding structural functors in the transporter
systems zL and zL=V , respectively. By definition, we have

Ker.�P /D "P .V /; Ker.�P /D "P .CS .P //; Ker.!P /D �P ;

and an easy computation shows then that E.P=V /D �P .h"P .CS .P //; "P .N 0
S .P //i/.

In particular it follows that E.P=V / is a discrete p–toral group. To finish the proof,
recall that P=V is F=V –centric, and in particular it is fully F=V –centralized. Thus
Z.P=V / 2 Sylp.E.P=V //, which implies that E.P=V /DZ.P=V /.

Step 3 BV !jzL0j^p !j.zL=V /cj^p is a fibration sequence. Using [7, Lemma 4.3(a)] it
is easy to check that each undercategory for the projection of zL0 onto .zL=V /c contains
a category equivalent to B.V / as a deformation retract. Thus, by Quillen’s Theorem B,
the map jzL0j ! j.zL=V /cj has homotopy fiber BV . By [3, II.5.1], the fibration
sequence BV ! jzL0j ! j.zL=V /cj is still a fibration sequence after p–completion.

Step 4 The inclusion zL0 � zL induces a homotopy equivalence jzL0j^p ' BG . Notice
that the functor .�/� restricts to a functor .�/� on zL0 . Indeed, let P 2Ob.zL�/nOb.zL0/,
and let Q 2 Ob.zL/ be such that V � Q and Q� D P . Then Q=V � P=V , and
since P=V is not F=V –centric by assumption, neither is Q=V . Thus Q … Ob.zL0/.
Conversely, if Q 2 Ob.zL0/, then clearly Q� 2 Ob.zL0/.

Also, note that if zL0 contains L� then the claim follows easily. Thus, fix some P � S
in L� but not in zL0 . In particular, P is F–centric, and V � P , but P=V is not
F=V –centric. By replacing P by a conjugate if necessary, we may assume that
CS=V .P=V / ¤ Z.P=V /, and thus there is some gV 2 S=V such that gV … P=V
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and ŒgV; P=V �D 1. Equivalently, there is some g2S such that g…P and Œg; P �DV .
Furthermore, cg 2 AutF .P / cannot be an inner automorphism, because if this was
the case then cg D cx for some x 2 P , and gx�1 2 CS .P / n P D ∅, since P is
F–centric. Thus cg is a nontrivial element of Ker.OutF .P /! OutF=V .P=V //, and
thus P is not F–radical. In other words, we have shown that zL0 contains all F–centric
F–radical subgroups. By [8, Corollary A.10] the inclusion zL0� zL induces a homotopy
equivalence jzL0j^p ' BG .

Let GD .S;F ;L/ be a p–local compact group, and let P �S be a fully F–centralized
subgroup. Let also CG.P / D .CS .P /; CF .P /; CL.P // be the centralizer p–local
compact group of P defined in Definition 1.22, with classifying space BCG.P /, and
let B.P / be the category with a single object ıP and P as automorphism group. By
Lemma 1.20, if Q � CS .P / is CF .P /–centric then QP is F–centric. Thus we can
define a functor

�L;P W CL.P /�B.P / �! L

by setting �L;P .Q; ıP /DQP for each CF .P /–centric subgroup of CS .P /. Given a
morphism .'; g/ 2MorCL.P /�B.P /..Q; ı/; .R; ı//, the functor � is defined by

�L;P .'; g/D ' ı "QP .g/D "RP .g/ ı';

where the last equality follows from condition (C) of transporter systems, since the
underlying homomorphism of ' 2MorL.QP;RP / restricts to the identity on P by
definition of CL.P /. By first realizing nerves and then p–completing, we obtain a map

BCG.P /� .BP /
^
p �! BG

(notice that .BP /^p is not necessarily equivalent to BP since P is a discrete p–
toral group). By taking adjoint first and then precomposing with the natural map
BP ! .BP /^p , we obtain a map

� 0L;P W jCL.P /j
^
p �!Map..BP /^p ; BG/incl �!Map.BP;BG/incl:

Theorem 5.4 Let G D .S;F ;L/ be a p–local compact group, let P be a discrete
p–toral group, and  W P ! S be a group homomorphism such that .P / is fully
F–centralized in F . Then

� 0L;.P /W BCG..P //
'
�!Map.BP;BG/B

is a homotopy equivalence.
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Proof Our proof follows the same strategy as the proof of [6, Theorem 6.3]. The
referee suggested an alternative to the cases 1–3 below, which we briefly discuss after
the proof. By [7, Proposition 6.2], for each  2 Hom.P; S/,

(5-7) Map.BP;BG/B 'Map.B.P /; BG/incl:

Thus, it suffices to prove the statement when P � S is fully F–centralized and  is
the inclusion. The proof is divided into several cases for the reader’s convenience.

Case 1 Suppose that P is elementary abelian. In this case, by [27, Theorem 0.5], it
is enough to prove that �L;P induces an isomorphism

TP .H
�.BG/I incl�/

Š
�!H�.BCG.P //:

By Theorem 4.4, H�.BG/ Š H�.F/, and H�.BCG.P // Š H
�.CF .P //, and the

above isomorphism follows from Lemma 5.1.

Case 2 Suppose that P is a normal subgroup of F , that is, NF .P /DF . Let L0 � L
be the full subcategory whose objects are the subgroups Q � S such that CQ.P / is
CF .P /–centric.

In order to prove the statement in this case, we first need to show that the inclusion
of L0 into L induces an equivalence jL0j^p ' jLj^p . By [8, Corollary A.10], it is
enough to check that Ob.Fcr/� Ob.L0/.

Let Q 2Ob.L/ be an F–centric subgroup of S which is not an object in L0 . We claim
that Q is not F–radical. Set Q0 D CQ.P /, and note that every element of AutF .Q/
restricts to an automorphism of Q0 since P is normal in F . Furthermore Q0 CQ ,
and we can define

K D Ker
�
AutF .Q/ �! AutF .Q0/�Aut.Q=Q0/

�
C AutF .Q/:

Note that K is a discrete p–toral subgroup of AutF .Q/ by Lemma 1.7. In order to
prove that Q is not F–radical, it is enough to check that 1¤K 6� Inn.Q/.

By assumption Q0 … Ob.L0/, and thus Q0 is not CF .P /–centric. Thus, we may as-
sume that CCS .P /.Q0/ 6�Q0 , since otherwise Q can be replaced by an F–conjugate R
such that the corresponding subgroup R0 D CR.P / is CF .P /–conjugate to Q0 and
satisfies the desired condition. Set

Q1 WD CS .Q0P /D CCS .P /.Q0/:

As discussed above we have Q1 6�Q0DCQ.P /, and thus, Q1\QDCQ.Q0P /�Q0 ,
and Q1 6�Q . Also, Q � NS .Q1/ by definition, and thus Q1Q � S is a subgroup.
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Note that Q ˆ Q1Q , and thus Q ˆ NQ1Q.Q/. Choose some x 2 NQ1Q.Q/ such
that x …Q . Then

Œx;Q�D fxax�1a�1 j a 2Qg �Q1\Q �Q0;

and hence cx 2K . Since x …Q and Q is F–centric, it follows that cx … Inn.Q/, and
thus Q is not F–radical.

Let .L0/P;Id be the category with object set the pairs .Q; ˛/, for Q in L0 and ˛ 2
HomF .P;Q/ and such that

Mor.L0/P;Id..Q; ˛/; .R; ˛
0//D f' 2MorL.Q;R/ j ˛0 D �.'/ ı˛g:

This is equivalent to the component of the object .P; Id/ in the category LP0 of [7,
Proposition 6.2], and hence there is a homotopy equivalence

Map.BP; jL0j^p /incl ' j.L/P;Idj^p :

At this point, one can define functors

.L0/P;Id
�
// CL.P /

�
oo

in the same way as they are constructed in Step 2 of the proof of [6, Theorem 6.3],
and which are inverse to each other up to natural transformation. This implies that the
composite

BCG.P /
�
�! j.L0/P;Idj^p

'
�!Map.BP; jL0j^p /incl

'
�!Map.BP;BG/incl

is a homotopy equivalence, and by construction it is equal to � 0L;P .

Case 3 Suppose that P is a finite subgroup of S . As an induction hypothesis, we can
assume that the statement holds for all maps with source BP 0 , with jP 0j< jP j, and
all p–local compact groups.

Fix a subgroup V � P \Z.NS .P // of order p , and note that NS .P /� CS .V /. By
[8, Lemma 2.2(b)], there exists some ! 2 HomF .NS .V /; S/ such that !.V / is fully
F–centralized. Hence, there is an inequality jNS .!.P //j � jNS .P /j which is in fact
an equality since we are assuming P to be fully F–normalized.

We may replace P and V by !.P / and !.V /, and assume that V is fully F–
centralized and P is fully F–normalized. Furthermore, P is fully normalized in
the saturated fusion system CF .V /, since NS .P /DNCS .V /.P /.

By Case 1, the map BCG.V /! BG , induced by the inclusion CL.V /� L, induces a
homotopy equivalence Map.BV;BCL.V //incl 'Map.BV;BG/incl , and hence also a
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homotopy equivalence

Map..EP /=V;BCG.V //incl
'
�!Map..EP /=V;BG/incl

which is P=V –equivariant (where the action of P=V is the action induced by the
original action of P on EP ). This is still a homotopy equivalence after considering
homotopy fixed point sets by [16, Remark 10.2], and thus we obtain another homotopy
equivalence�

Map..EP /=V;BCG.V //incl
�h.P=V / '

�!
�
Map..EP /=V;BG/incl

�h.P=V /
:

Notice that E.P=V / �P=V .EP /=V ' BP with the given actions (here P=V is
acting diagonally on E.P=V /� .EP /=V ). Let X D BCG.V / or BG . By definition
of homotopy fixed point sets, we have�

Map..EP /=V;X/
�h.P=V /

DMapP=V .E.P=V /;Map..EP /=V;X//

'MapP=V .E.P=V /� .EP /=V;X/;

where the rightmost equivalence follows by adjunction. Furthermore, P=V acts trivially
on X , and thus it follows that

MapP=V .E.P=V /� .EP /=V;X/'Map.E.P=V /�P=V .EP /=V;X/

'Map.BP;X/:

Thus, the equivalence of homotopy fixed point sets above induces the equivalence

Map.BP;BCG.V //incl
'
�!Map.BP;BG/incl:

We can suppose that LD CL.V /, and hence that V is central in L. Let G=V be the
quotient of G by V , as described in Definition 1.25. In particular, F=V is a saturated
fusion system on S=V , and L=V is a transporter system.

Consider the full subcategories L0 � L and .L=V /c � L=V whose objects are the
subgroups Q � S , respectively Q=V � S=V , such that Q=V is F=V –centric. In
particular, .L=V /c determines a centric linking system associated to F=V , and there
are homotopy equivalences jL0j^p ' BG and j.L=V /cj^p ' jL=V j^p .

Finally, let also F 0 D NF .P /, L0 D NL.P /, and define L0=V , L00 � L0 in a similar
way as done above. It follows by Lemma 5.3 that there are fibration sequences

BV // jL0j^p
ˆ
// j.L=V /cj^p ;

BV // jL00j
^
p

ˆ0
// j.L0=V /cj^p ;
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and hence also a homotopy pullback square

Map.BP; jL00j
^
p/�

I1
//

ˆ0ı�

��

Map.BP; jL0j^p/incl

ˆı�

��

Map.BP; j.L0=V /cj^p/ˆıincl
I2

// Map.BP; j.L=V /cj^p/ˆıincl

where Map.BP; jL00j
^
p /� is the union of the connected components which map to the

inclusion in jL0j^p and to ˆ ı incl in j.L0=V /cj^p , and I1 , I2 are inclusions.

By (5-7), together with the induction hypothesis, and since P=V has strictly smaller
order than P (recall that P is finite by hypothesis), there are homotopy equivalences

jC.L=V /c .P=V /j
^
p

� 0L=V;P=V

'
// Map.B.P=V /; j.L=V /cj^p/incl

�ıproj

'
// Map.BP; j.L=V /cj^p/f ıincl

and similarly for maps to j.L0=V /cj^p . Since � 0L=V;P=V is the composite of � 0L0=V;P=V
with the inclusion by definition, this shows that the map I2 in the diagram above
is a homotopy equivalence, and hence so is I1 . In particular, Map.BP; jL00j

^
p /� is

connected and contains the component of the inclusion. Thus, Case 3 follows from
Case 2 applied to the mapping space Map.BP; jL00j

^
p /incl .

Case 4 Suppose that P is an infinite discrete p–toral group. By Corollary 1.24, there
is a sequence of subgroups P0 � P1 � � � � such that P D

S
n�0 Pn , and such that Pn

is fully F–centralized with CG.Pn/D CG.P / for all n � 0. We have a sequence of
homotopy equivalences

Map.BP;BG/incl DMap.hocolimBPn; BG/incl

' holim Map.BPn; BG/incl

' holimBCG.Pn/D BCG.P /;

where the equivalence Map.hocolimBPn; BG/incl' holim Map.BPn; BG/incl follows
from [18, Proposition 2, page 187]. This finishes the proof.

The reader may think of replacing Cases 1, 2 and 3 in the proof above by the following
argument. Given a p–local compact group G D .S;F ;L/ and a fully F–centralized
finite subgroup P � S , consider the centralizer p–local compact group CG.P / D

.CS .P /; CF .P /; CL.P // of P in G . Set for short Z D CS .P /, E D CF .P /, and
T D CL.P /. Given a fine unstable Adams operation (see Definition 1.15), we may
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assume that ‰.P /D P , since P is a finite subgroup of S , and thus ‰ restricts to a
fine unstable Adams operation on CG.P /.

This way, ‰ defines approximations of G and CG.P / by p–local finite groups, namely
f.Si ;Fi ;Li /gi�0 and f.Zi ; Ei ; Ti /gi�0 , respectively. Moreover, we may assume that
P � Si for all i � 0. It is not hard to see that Zi D CSi .P / for all i � 0, since
Zi D Z \ Si D CS .P /\ Si . The main difficulty of this argument is that it is not
clear whether Ei corresponds to the centralizer fusion system of P in Fi for any i .
Essentially, the main problem is that the finite retraction pairs for G and CG.P / given
in Example 2.8 do not agree with each other in general, and Example 2.9 does not apply
to this situation, since in general CS .P / does not have finite index in S . One could
drop this last condition, but at the price of dealing with a more complicated situation.

Remark 5.5 With the above description of the homotopy type of the mapping spaces
Map.BP;BG/, one could now generalize the results of Broto, Castellana, Grodal, Levi
and Oliver [4; 5]. More precisely, [4, Theorem A] has already been proved for p–local
compact groups as [8, Theorem 4.2], and [4, Theorem B] would follow easily now from
our result above. Regarding [5], some results have already been extended to p–local
compact groups in [24, Appendix B], and the rest would follow by the same arguments
(with some minor modifications). We omit this for the sake of brevity of this paper.
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